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presidents MESSAGE
ten

years seems like a long time yet in one way 1I find myself asking where
the time has gone
from our first conference held in the little theater at
byuhawaii
BYU hawaii in 1980 we have spread our wings somewhat to hold meetings at
the tabernacle in honolulu 1985
kahana valley 1987 hawaii temple
year covered by these proceedings
visitors center 1988 and this past yearcovered
on maui where we experienced a return to our roots with our theme
maui
where it all began

this year

we are experiencing another breakthrough as we host the mormon
history association in their first venture into the pacific
their history is
about 2 12 times as long as ours and gives us some idea about just we are
able to do out here is somewhat less expansive circumstances in numbers
that is in territory we consider the pacific to be our ku
kuheana
kuleana
leana

pukalani
we were welcomed at Pu
pakalani
maui will be a difficult conference to top
kalani
kahakui stake president boyd mossman friday night enjoyed a
chapel by kahalui
pulphu where we
dinner and a paper before proceeding further up the hill to pulehu
enjoyed the pageant on which the maui saints had worked so hard and so
successfully
saturday was another great day with wellprepared
well prepared papers
including two from the moikeha family another delicious meal under the
pakalani
Pu kalani and a great tour with stops at
direction of bishop victor maneha of pukalani
the old kihei chapel lahaina mahalo bishop vierra and lao valley where
bahu
dottie behling met us for our afternoon repast before flying back to oahu

we appreciate the participation of the maui saints in making the conference
so successful and the faithful oahu saints for your continuing support
thanks also so very much for those of you who ask what can 1I do to help
its most gratifying we could not continue this organization without you
kenneth W baldridge president
90
1989
198990

PURPOSES OF MPHS

1

to encourage

2

to

3

to gather

4

to

research and publication on topics relative to the
history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints in the
pacific basin area

maintain bibliographic and reference information relative to the
history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints in the
pacific basin area

conferences and workshops to teach and to learn from
each other about latterday
latter day saint history in the pacific
in

teach those skills helpful
historical information

in

the gathering and recording of
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GEORGE Q CANNON A LOOK AT A GIANT
kenneth W baldridge
the history of the church of jesus christ of
As we contemplate
latterday
latter day saints in hawaii we quickly become aware that maui is a
among the main hawaiian saints that are associated
land of giants
with this island about one of whom joseph spurrier will tell us

tomorrow the name of jonathan napela must rank near the top
among the haoles
hables george Q cannon is the man whose name comes
man off maui
first to mind
it is my in tention to tell about the manoff
on so that we can all gain a more accurate
perhaps even more than onso
picture of this man who has figured so prominently in the church
here in the islands

we had initially hoped to have this be a familytype
family type presentation
with his grandson george Q cannon 111
III
ill presenting a paper

between the challenges of health and travel arrangements that did
not prove possible nor were we able to get his son vance when I1
mentioned to the MPHS board that 1LI was related by marriage
someone replied well it looks as if were stuck with you
and
that of course means that now youre stuck with me

george Q cannon was not a giant physically
described as
he was decribed
being of medium height well rounded and erect with a shapely head
in his youth he had black hair but his
and high broad forehead
gray hair and square
cut beard became his hallmarks in later years
squarecut
an outstanding speaker he combined intellect and emotion with a
clear resonant voice
andrew jenson says that when warmed to
his theme he occasionally reached the highest flights of oratory
thrilling and captivating his hearers by the forcefulness of his
1 I
thought and the persuasiveness of his address

the traditional

home of the cannon family was the isle of man in the
irish sea and it was here that george cannon married ann quayle
about 1825 and soon thereafter moved to liverpool where he
worked as a cabinet maker and carpenter
of the eight children born
one of the
there our george born jan 11 1827 was the eldest
and a second john
other boys died soon after birth still unnamed
quayle lived only three and onehalf
one half years

leonora the sister of george the father left the familys membership
in the church of england became a methodist and made plans to
migrate to canada with the family of a friend soon after her arrival
1

she met and married john taylor another english native who had
the taylors were subsequently
arrived about the same time
latter day saints by
baptized into the church of jesus christ of latterday
parley P pratt and before long john taylor was returning to his
recently established
homeland this time as a missionary for the recentlyestablished

church

brother in law
arriving in liverpool he called on the family of his brotherinlaw
and in february 1840 the parents george and ann joined the
church the older children george and mary alice also wanted to
presumptuous to request so did nothing until elder
join but thought it presumptous
pratt also arrived in england and suggested the children be taught as
well
this provided an opportunity for not only george and mary
year old ann to be baptized on june 17 1840
eightyear
alice but also eight

on joining the church the cannon family began making plans for
relocating to america
the mother ann naturally a very frugal

began a savings account on her own with the surplus
money she saved from household expenses and shared her secret
only with her son george to whom she gave the responsibility of
banking the money
their grandson john Q cannon later told this

individual

story

sister cannon took great delight in contemplating the surprise

she would have for her husband when she would tell him how
one day when young george was
much money she had saved
well deserved whipping he threatened to
about to receive a welldeserved
expose her secret if you whip me ill tell father about the
desiring
savings account and tell him how much there is of it
to guard her secret she let the little blackmailer go unpunished
this lever served him so well that he tried it again but with less
success this time he received the thrashing anyway 2

in september 1842 the family sailed from liverpool ann pregnant
and expressing her thought that she would never see their new
sure enough she died at sea and it was a most unhappy
home
fifty six days
family that arrived in new orleans november 11 after fiftysix
our george was now fifteen the eldest of the
of a stormy crossing
three boys and three girls
could continue no closer to nauvoo than st louis
missouri where they were forced to spend the winter the cannons
lived in an abandoned cabin fortunately sympathetic women in the
company helped the motherless family during those trying times and
this was a
they all went on to nauvoo the following april 1843
troublesome period in nauvoo but george quickly found

the company

2

in
employment as a joiner and tried to support his young family
february 1844 he married mary edwards white a young emigrant
who had come over on the same ship

george went to
carthage to bring home his severely wounded brother in law john
taylor who was with joseph and hyrum smith when those two met
georges craftsmanship was also called upon as he not
their deaths

then occurred the terrible events of june

1844

only built the coffins but also made the molded plaster death masks
soon after that george still trying to support
for the two martyrs
his young family went to st louis seeking employment and there
took violently ill and died leaving behind a pregnant young widow
who seems to drop out of the cannon history at this time
and six
timeand

orphaned children

3

the oldest girl mary alice

not quite sixteen moved her plans for
marrying charles lambert forward slightly in order to provide a
george and his sister ann
home for the three younger children
moved in with their aunt leonora and her recuperating husband
john taylor a member of the quorum of the twelve

young george was seventeen when the historic event of august 8
1844 took place as sidney rigdon tried to persuade the latterday
latter day
george
saints that he should become the guardian of the church
then listened attentively as brigham young spoke and later recorded
ese words
his impressions in ththese

if joseph had risen from the dead and again spoken in their

hearing the effect could not have been more startling than it
was to many present at that meeting
it was the voice of
joseph himself and not only was it the voice of joseph which
was heard but it seemed in the eyes of the people as though
it was the very person of joseph which stood before them 4

living in the taylor household it was only natural that young george

become an apprentice to his uncle who made his living as printer and
georges
publisher of the nauvoo neighbor and times and seasons
activity in the church was demonstrated when he was ordained an
elder in the melchizedek priesthood and a seventy on the same day
february 9 1845 the time remaining in nauvoo was to be short
however and one year later february 16 1846 george helped the
taylor family cross the mississippi river on the ice to begin the trek
west
they stopped at sugar creek then went on to council bluffs
and eventually to winter quarters
when the mormon battalion was
mobilized nineteenyear
nineteen year old george was among the volunteers but
3

when his uncle john was called on a mission to england george had
to stay back and look after the family

brigham youngs pioneer company had already left by the time john
taylor returned to winter quarters in 1847 so apostles taylor and
parley P pratt led what was known as the main company a few
the trip was not without mishaps
weeks behind the first group
one day george was driving the steer and the heifer he had trained

on another
and they bolted for some reason upsetting the wagon
occasion his sister ann was driving the wagon when george having
spotted something worth shooting came up hurriedly to get his rifle
ann reached for the gun but george had it by the barrel and was
pulling it out when it discharged grazing his side and putting a hole
in his coat 5

georges first year in utah was spent making bricks and helping his
uncle john actually they called him uncle taylor with his
sawmill 6 he was there of course for the experiences fighting off

the crickets that threatened the crops of the new settlers
he left
home for the first time when he was called to california as one of
twenty gold missionaries to the american river in northern
california
his sister ann incidentally continued to live with the
taylor family until she married orin nelson woodbury february 17
1853 and eventually became the gre
greatgrandmother
at grandmother of my wife
great
and as our genealogists know of course that made george my wifes
greatgrand
great grand uncle

george by this time had fallen in love with a young woman and
wasnt sure whether he wanted to spend a year away from her in the
california gold fields or not she was of a similar mind and between
the two of them they agreed that being separated for three years if
he were preaching the gospel would be better than being separated
for one year panning gold 7 however he dutifully answered the call
and soon was on his way southwest across the desert
he started
with two horses but neither one survived the tortuous trip in which
the party fell victim to both dry marches and heavy rainstorms and
george himself became quite ill
panning gold quickly became tiresome and the rough environment of
the mining camps discouraged the young man especially when a
group of toughs seized him and forced him to break the word of
8
he was most relieved
his
by
down
throat
liquor
wisdom
pouring
when charles C rich and amasa lyman called him to join nine others
in going to the sandwich islands and set up the first mission in that

kingdom

4

many people here are familiar with the hawaii aspects of the life of
george Q cannon the beloved pukuniahi who was so very
his
responsible for the success of the mission here in hawaii
assignment to maui his selection of james keeler as his companion
his determination to stay on and preach to the hawaiians after five
of the original ten including the mission president had decided to
go elsewhere
these are familiar to many of you and brother frank
bruno will be mentioning some of these in his paper tomorrow
tomorrow afternoon well hear more about the faithful
morning
nalimanui who housed the homeless missionaries at lahaina let me
share just a couple of incidents that he mentions in his book my first
mission

first about his encounter with poi
had tasted a teaspoonful of poi but
before leaving lahaina
the smell of it and the calabash in which it was contained was
book binders old sour pastepot
paste pot that
so much like that of a bookbinders
when put it to my mouth gagged at it and would have vomited
had swallowed it but in traveling among the people1
people soon
did not eat poi
would put them to great
learned that if
inconve
inconvenience
nience
fience for they would have to cook separate food for me
every meal this would make me burdensome to them and might
interfere with my success
therefore determined to learn to
live on their food and that
might do so
asked the lord to
make it sweet to me my prayer was heard and answered the
next time tasted it
ate a bowlful and positively liked it it
was my food whenever could get it from that time as long as
remained on the islands it may sound strange yet it is true
that have sat down to a table on which bread was placed and
took the poi in
though had not tasted the latter for months
preference to the bread it was sweeter to me than any food
had ever eaten 9
I1

I

I1

1

I1

I1

I1

I
1

1I

I

I

1
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1
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the same book he speaks of his love and respect of the hawaiian
one such
people and tells of several characteristics he admires
characteristic was their sense of humor and quote again from his
in

I
1

book

story was told me by brother napela of a trick which he and
some other natives played off on some white men at a feast
kaikapu on the island of
which they partook of at a place called waikapu
maui the white men were merchants from lahaina and had been
invited over to this feast they had meats and fish of every kind
nearly and among the rest had a number of roasted pigs and
A

5

roasted dogs one of the natives suggested as a good trick to
play on the white men that they sever the heads of the pigs and
put them with the dogs and take the dogs heads and put them
with the pigs
they did so of course the merchants did not
want to eat dog meat and would not touch any of the meat
where the dogs heads were but ate heartily of what they
supposed were pigs the natives tried to persuade them to eat
the other meat oh no they said these delicious pigs are good
enough for us and they would not touch the other
may say here that the native method of cooking meat is
superior to ours they contrive to preserve all the juices of the
nothing was said to the
meat in it while it is being cooked
merchants about the trick that had been played upon them until
the feast was ended and they could not be persuaded that they
had eaten dogs until the bones were shown to them which they
knew to be not those of pigs they tried hard to be sick at the
thought of having eaten dog meat but had to confess that it was
as good meat as they ever ate 10
I
1

some

greatest joy he experienced on his entire mission was in
translating the book of mormon with the help of jonathan napela on
maui and later with elder kauwahi on the island of kauai he spent
the closing days of his mission collecting funds and making plans for
its publication and then just 135 years ago tomorrow july 29 1854
1 1I
to
he left hawaii to return
the united states
of the

one of his first assignments after closing the door on his hawaiian

temporarily at least was to be called as one of the
experiences
presidents of the 30th quorum of seventy
he had little time to
function in that capacity however as he returned very shortly to
san francisco to complete the publication of the book of mormon in
hawaiian
he had his wife and two missionaries to help him but
since none knew the language their help was limited
he checked the
proofs by having his wife read the book of mormon in english while
he read the proofs in hawaiian making corrections as he went

he returned to utah

1858 during the height of the
when it looked as if salt lake city

in january

troubles with johnstons army
might be abandoned and possibly burned brigham young directed
him to take the deseret news press and a few printers to fillmore
and continue publication of the paper
six months later his
assignment completed he was returning to salt lake city when he
was met by a messenger just south of provo with a note from
president brigham young elder cannon was to leave the next day
6

with some other brethren on a mission to the eastern states
since
it
forty five minutes to
the next day was already THAT day he had fortyfive
get ready leave his family along the road with his younger brother
12
gone
years
under
was
just
two
on
way
be
his
he
and
david

part of his mission was political in nature as he tried to undo some of
the damage done by the falsehoods and misunderstandings that had
he also
resulted in the dispatch af the army to subdue utah
supervised branches in the east and served as the churchs
emigration agent in new york
he also went to florence iowa
getting supplies equipment and people ready to cross the plains to

utah

while on his mission he learned that he had been called to fill the
vacancy in the council of the twelve created by the death of parley
P pratt
completing his mission he returned home and was ordained
soon
an apostle by president brigham young on august 26 1860
after that he was named to the presidency of the european mission
along with amasa M lyman and charles C rich coincidentally the
two men most responsible for cannons call as a hawaii missionary
the early sixties saw impressive results in the european mission in
the number of converts and emigrants to america 1 3
1862 he was sent briefly to washington DC where he began
mid1862
in mid
his long involvement with the struggle for utah statehood
returning
he resumed his presidency over the european
to england in july
mission until 1864
he returned home almost fifteen years to the
except for
day after he had departed on his first mission in 1849
about nine months during that time he had served continuously one
mission after another

on arriving home he served three years as president youngs
personal secretary he also began teaching a sunday school class and
soon was involved in the revitalization of the sunday school
movement
he provided a uniform program of gospel instruction for

the youth of the church and in 1866 he utilized his publishing skills
in setting up the juvenile instructor which eventually became the
movements official publication
in 1872 was named as general
superintendent of the deseret sunday school union a position he
held for the rest of his life 14
he also served several years as
publisher and editor of the deseret news

on april

8

1873

elder cannon became part of president youngs

presidency of multiple counselors a situation that was changed only
slightly when he was sustained as an assistant counselor may 9
although he was released at the death of president young in
1874
7

1877

he was subsequently called as first counselor to the next three

presidents john taylor wilford woodruff and lorenzo snow
joseph F smith of
serving continuously until his death in 1901
course like cannon a former hawaiian missionary served beside him
as second counselor during all that time and succeeded him as first
six months after elder cannons death
counselor to president snow
president snow passed away and joseph F smith then followed him
as president of the church
during the 1870s and 80s elder cannon spent most of his public life
either in washington D C as utahs representative to congress trying
to fend off the attacks of that body on polygamy or working with
utah leaders in the drafting of a state constitution that might be
acceptable to congress without destroying completely the concept of
celestial marriage or hiding from federal marshals on the

underground

and with all this going

on in 1882 he still took time to write a
preface for the second edition of my first mission a book that had
originally come off the press three years before as the first in a

faith promoting books for children
series of faithpromoting

during the mid 1880s

federal harassment and arrest of church
leaders was stepped up considerably
in february 1885 pres john
taylor and his first counselor went into hiding and eluded federal
marshals for the following year
indicative of federal interest in
president cannons arrest the reward for his capture was 500 200
on february 13 1886 cannon was
more than for president taylor
arrested in nevada and returned to utah for trial
following
president taylors instructions president cannon jumped the
45000 bail and returned to hiding but surrendered voluntarily
september 17 1888 when it appeared a newlyappointed
newly appointed judge
As a result he spent nearly
would hand down a less harsh sentence
six months in the utah penitentiary
peniten tiary and paid a 450 fine as a
prisoner for the sake of conscience 15
he put his time to good use
completing a book on joseph smith and continuing to administer the
1 6
affairs of the sunday school from the confines of the penitentiary

one of his most discouraging trips to washington took place in 1890
when he again went to defend the church
seeing that congress was
poised to pass the cullom strubble bill which would completely
disfranchise all church members even those innocent of any
association with polygamy the group returned home very
As a result on
discouraged to report to president wilford woodruff
september 25 1890 convinced that only discontinuance of plural
marriage would satify
latify the government and having received divine
8

confirmation that this was the proper course pres woodruff
announced the manifesto
the law was not passed but polygamy
was officially ended

with polygamy out of the way as

a political stumbling block

utah

leaders gathered again to write a constitution that would finally be
this time they were
acceptable to the united states congress
successful and on january 4 1896 utah was admitted as the forty
sixth state and the long battle was over
in his doctoral dissertation
the mormon quest for utah statehood
edward leo lyman described elder cannon as a dominant figure of
the mormon hierarchy and from brigham youngs death until after
utah statehood had been achieved in 1896 he was the central figure
in the political affairs of the church 17 indeed says lyman
cannons rivals referred to him as the premier of the mormon
there is no
kingdom or the power behind the throne and that
question that most of the strategy and activity aimed at statehood
1I 8
emanated from him

in fact he was the power behind many thrones and a wide variety
of strategies and activities emanated from him he was a director in
the union pacific railroad company vice president and director of
ZCMI for many years he was founder and president of the publishing
firm of george Q cannon and sons president of utah sugar company
vice president and director of zions savings bank and trust co
president of of the utah light and power co and several others
pulehu
which 1I wont mention or well never get to pulphu

but his life was winding down

although only seventy three

his
health had not been the best since his days on the underground and
a serious bout with pneumonia in 1879
in december 1900 george
Q cannon returned to hawaii to help in the jubilee celebration of the
in his journal
fiftieth anniversary of the church here in the islands
which he dictated to his son clawson he describes the six weeks of
his visit

it was on exactly the fiftieth anniversary of the arrival of the
original ten missionaries that he recorded this thought wednesday
december 12 1900
he stated there were two things he especially
one was the sea voyage on which he
dreaded about the trip

thoroughly expected to get seasick and the other was his inability to
forty six years
speak the language after being away from it for fortysix

9

the

sea voyage through the blessing of the lord and the
prayers of the brethren was a most pleasant one and furnished
no cause for dread
the language also through the favor of the
lord came to me in a manner to surprise me when 1I was called
upon this morning to speak 1I did so principally in english and
the spirit rested powerfully upon me
spoke with great power
but while speaking in english the spirit of the lord would bring
the native language back to me and 1I would break out in it to
the surprise of myself and the delight of the people for it was a
great cause of wonder to them that 1I should be able to speak in
their language at all after so long an absence from the islands 1I
was made to feel very happy through this blessing of the lord
upon me for he removed all my causes for dread
it was so
every time 1I spoke during the two days of the celebration 1 9

the next

day he spoke again starting in english but then as he said
exqueen
ex queen liliuokalani
Liliu okalani attended the
breaking out in hawaiian
meeting in the afternoon and requested that he not only speak to the
congregation but converse personally with her both of which he

did 20

his account of the events of monday dec
interesting

17

1900

are especially

Liliu okalani
ex queen liliuokalani
the exqueen

sent me word that she would like to
see me at one oclock today as she expects to sail for hilo
ex queens residence in her
sister fernandez took me to the exqueens
carriage
she welcomed me very cordially and expressed the
pleasure it gave her at meeting me she also dwelt on the good
my visit had done and would do how the peoples feeling had
been aroused and their love awakened and strengthened by
many more remarks of this character were made by
my visit
her and when 1I arose to bid her goodbye she said she would
like me to give her a blessing then she led the way to another
room before 1I was aware of what she was doing she was on
1I felt very
her knees before my feet to receive the blessing
1I
2
free in blessing her and the spirit rested upon us both
in honolulu president cannon and his
party traveled by carriage out to laie where they spent a delightful
the day
week returning to honolulu by train on christmas day
following they came over here to maui and his journal indicates his
feelings on that occasion

after spending several days

10

thursday dec 27 1900
had many reflections this morning upon my first residence in
it was here where the lord revealed to me the good
this place
that should be accomplished if 1I should stay and work with this
so clear was 1I upon this point that 1I was resolved to
people
my feelings are indescribable
stay here if 1I had to do so alone
when 1I see how fully the lord has fulfilled his words to me
concerning that which should be accomplished
1I

started out this morning to find if possible the place where
nalimanui lived when she gave us shelter 1I wanted to find the
site of this house and the garden where 1I sought the lord in
secret prayer and where he condescended to commune with me
for I1 heard his voice more than once as one man speaks with
another encouraging me and showing me the work which should
be done among this people if 1I would folllow the dictates of his
spirit glory to god in the highest that he has permitted me to
live to behold the fulfillment of his words
1I

found the place that 1I thought must have been the site but
I1 made inquiries about
great changes have been made
nalimanui and kealakai monua
fonua discovered that the house where
we stopped was the house of her grandson
his ffather
ather was
chilean and his mother a daughter of nalimanui we all felt that
this was an extraordinary coincidence and the natives called it
before leaving a number of folks assembled and 1I
kupaianaha
addressed them the spirit of god was poured out upon us 2 2
I1

kaikapu and spent the
that afternoon they traveled by carriages to waikapu
night the next day friday december 28 he met a brother of his old
they held a gathering there
friend and colleague jonathan napela
an interesting note
in a calvinist meeting house followed by a luau
to many folks here both from maui and oahu
at the request of the
bahu
relatives 1I blessed a baby eight days and gave it the name of arthur
enos
A conversation with
however dont jump to conclusions
mom enos brings to light the fact that this baby arthur passed away
soon after that and that the parents of her husband gave him the
name when he came along two years later

Wail uku spent the night and
leaving waikapu
kaikapu they drove on to wailuku
returned to lahaina where they caught the ship back to honolulu
continuing their stay with the abraham fernandez family they

remained in honolulu until leaving for the mainland january 5
1 1

1901

nine days later he arrived in salt lake city where by request he
about six weeks
addressed a livestock convention to great applause

later however he fell ill suffered complications and his doctors
in mid
decided a change of climate might be beneficial
march he
midmarch
left for monterey california but the change was of no avail
early
one morning one month later april 12 1901 he passed away
his
body was returned to salt lake city for burial
he left four wives
and twentyeight
twenty eight children 23

before beginning the research for this paper 1I had always thought of
george Q cannon as ours
now however im forced to admit that
although we here in hawaii have a great claim to him in reality he
belongs to the entire church
his experiences were so vastnot
vast not only
in hawaii but in california utah washington DC new york iowa
and england that no one area can lay complete claim to him

nevertheless

he spent many years here carrying
productive assignment and arent we glad he did

thank you
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out a most
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SANDWICH

ISLANDS SAINTS
SAINT

ntsj as indicated in its preface is a
sainte
saints
islands sal
sai
tor latterday
churchh b rk written by about and ror
chur
for
clur
latter day saints it
lt
is informal as a history and attempts to bring some of the
past to our time by talking story about the founding of the
tthe
leie sandwich islands mission A very brief history of the
ttie
islands up to 1850 the year of the arrival of the first group
of elders is followed by a short account of mission history
to 1858 when it was closed the gibson period 1861
181 to 1864
occupies one chapter and the hawaiian mission 1865 to the
present another what follows then is what this book is all
about chapters on people one about some of the founding
another
elders from zion aieother
iother on some who were not church members
lother
but who were raised up by the lord for the accomplishment of
his work here the chapters which follow are taken up with
biographic accounts of hawaiian converts to the church and
their contributions many of these are men and women of true
greatness and if their work were remembered they could well
be compared to the pioneers and leaders of american mormondom
they left a heritage of great deeds high courage and
S
ind wlch
wich
sandwich

spirituality
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that which will not be found in sandwich islands saints is
the juicy tidbit or the scandal that
the dirty detail
some historians feel so necessary to letting it all hang
arld I have followed the
and
counselled
out president kimball coun
counseller
selled arid
pecca
peccadillos
principle the misdeeds and peccadilloes
dillos in a family history
1

should be kept to the remembrance of the generation in which
they occurred and not become a burden to be borne by the

next
the mention of heritage
doing sandwich islands saints

brings us to the reason for
As a convert to the church in
oh the
the 1940s 1I found the mormons a little hard to take
1
ake
doctrines were true of that 1I was satisfied but the people
seemed to talk incessantly about a generation that pushed
hand
handcarts
carts crossed plains and fought indians and crickets
criukets
inkey
none of this meant anything to me and quite fr
inkiy it was
frankly
resented a little 1I later grew to understand that this was
their heritage it was what made them what they were and
they were rightfully proud of it lt
it is important to know who
you are about the worst punishment mentioned for a people in
the scriptures is to be cut off leaving neither root nor
branch in other words to have no heritage or future
coming to hawaii on a mission it was a bit of a surprise on
thanksgiving day to receive no invitation to a special
dinner we had never eaten alone on a sunday much less on
thanksgiving we came then to realize that thanksgiving was an
C

15

4

american holiday not an hawaiian one that island people did
not necessarily have the
the american heritage neither did they
1 rom
celebrate july 24th back in those years but coming from

texas 1I didnt either what was the church heritage of the
ans did they have one certainly there were no sea
Hawaii
hawaiians
gulls or covered wagons mentioned As 1 returned to hawaii to
aluna and to marry the best maui had to offer
lahainaluna
teach at Lahain
1I began to look seriously for elements of a church heritage
were there orson
orsou and parley pratts a mormon battalion or any
orlou
such like

1I

didnt find

much

the research for a doctoral dissertation

hawaii uncovered

on

school music in

interesting stories of mormons
it was then that the idea was born and
to put together an anecdotal history of

a number of

in hawaii before 1900

the decision was made
the founding of the mission in hawaii concentrating on
hawaiian converts rather than foreign missionaries everyone
knows a little nowadays about some personalities napela and
pulphu but there are others many
others and the stories of pulehu
others who are deserving of remembrance among us the effort
mahagi
occupied over ten years 1I realine that this was a very mahagin
mahaoi
lia
iia
thing to do but the history of fla
hawaii
wall was written by
wali
waii
As it
ans so 1I decided to chance em
hawaiians
hables not Hawaii
haoles
turned out there is a church heritage for the hawaiian people
and it is a rather proud one one upshot of the doctoral
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history of hawaii at the
university and did so for twenty five years this background
is the best 1I can offer in answer to the question who da
research

was

that

1I

began teaching

guy

first

task involved with researching a subject is to
find the sources the backbone of almost any work on the
mormons in hawaii is something called the jensen typescript
around the turn of the century the church historian andrew
jensen compiled from available journals a manuscript history
of the mission this document calls attention t the many
journals on which it was based As the interest of this
project was people the kind of detail needed would not be
found in a general history of the mission so onri to the
journals jour
journals
journais
nals of the missionaries who were called to
nais
hawaii between 1850 and 1900 more than two hundred of them
all of the elders were commanded by brigham young to keep
journals and they did president young was a very persuasive
man A number are available in the joseph F smith library at
BYU
hawaii still others in libraries on the provo campus and
at the university of utah in salt lake city and most
important of all in the church archives at church historical
department and there were letter files also many of the
elders and their wives wrote letters to utah that were
published in the deseret news the one thing that was missing
the

I1
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journals kept by hawaiian elders few if any kept them
what a treasure they would have been the story of the mission

was

ans
as seen by Hawaii
hawaiians

reading of these journals was a worthwhile even a great
experience can you imagine what it did for my testimony to
read words written about joseph smith by the men who knew him
personally descriptions of keoki kupuniahi by those who
travelled and worked with him some of the reading was very
difficult the ink in some places was faded so badly that the
words had to almost be peeled from the page with the eyes in
some cases the missionaries were not gifted writers some
were in fact barely literate then too these elders of long
ago were not writing for my benefit or for my purposes
P further
urther the interpretation was a problem the missionaries
saw things through their own eyes
they were mountain men
farmers and ranchers further like missionaries of any
period some were very highly attuned to things of the spirit
and wrote of many near miraculous things others were more
mundane viewing occurrences as happenstance or commonplace

it

was

necessary

therefore to include mostly those occasions

mentioned in more than one source

again

as mentioned in the

preface of the book insofar as the observers were accurate
and capable of recording their observations the record is

true
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the reading progressed notes were made of recurring
hawaiian names the date of the entry the place and what was
narrie7
narrieos emerged most
happening eventually twenty or so names
As

frequently and these were chosen as the subjects of the book
A large file of note cards had accumulated when circumstances
seemed to rule out further excavation cards were placed in
piles like playing solitaire by names each name pile was
arranged in date order As is the case today a number of
people may bear the same name so it was necessary to carefully
erson only
eliminate cards so that the file dealt with one person
the next task was to fill in the time between events
recorded exercising care not to permit the filling to become
larger or more important than the occurrences all of this was
tepa
&
of the
then placed in the tapestry or should it be tapa
overall history of the islands now that we have covered the
c
why
who
how
and
of sandwich islands gainte
what
saints let us
chanc finds
mention one of them as an example inasmuch as chana
rinds us
linds
on maui well choose one from here the man we shall deal
with was in most ways unexceptional a kind of latter day
saint whose life and testimony were constant but whose story
could well be overlooked

JH keanu
Q

was one of very few among the

cannon to see the twentieth century

passed away at

laie in

march of 1916
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converts of george

born in 1830
age

86

he

sixty years of

in the church he left his
his life were given to service dn
to attend Lahaina
Wai kapu as a young man tu
kaikapu
birthplace waikapu
iuna and
lahainaiuna
while in attendance he married kanuiakalani a half si
t r to
sister
tay
thee
bhe
fax
the old
napela conditions were not so rae
far removed from theb
days
to suppose that he was a commoner and could marry an
may be safely assumed that he held some rank
so
it
alii
according to the ancient system
following his days at Lahaina
iuna the young couple made
luna
lahainaluna
lahainaiuna
Lahain aluna
their way to honolulu where opportunities were better for
schooled men they arrived in the midst of the smallpox
epidemic of 1853 and came into contact with the mormon elders
who were working among the sick keanu recognized two of his
md kauwahi among them hearing the preaching
baua and
classmates uaua
byli
and teaching of ti
lese
iese men he with his wife believed
bell eved and
beil
tiese
waa
wes like most
were baptized in april of that year he was
converts given the priesthood and called into missionary
service his first assignment took him back to maui where
reports of his work were reflected in the journals and letters
of the american missionaries elder francis hammond records
that keanu was one of the first of his people to be accorded
18533
1853 one
the gift of tongues this occurred on july 28 18531
Wail uku hammond
hundred thirty six years ago
abo yesterday at wailuku
reports that one stood to interpret his remarks that they
i
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were very moving

as a

and a number of persons

applied for baptism

result

lat year 1853 he had been
elder keanu for by the fall of tlthat
pri
ordained to the melchizedek priesthood
friesth
fri esth od decided to move his
wife and daughter back to maui where they would live on their
kapu no sooner were they settled that
kaikapu
ancestral lands at Wai
keanu was asked to take a mission to the island of hawaii
the work on hawaii had been slow to take root elder
had
hawkins nad
lad been followed there by elder woodbury late in 1851
ke mu wwent
nt to
but only a few baptism had been performed keanu

kailihune
Kaili hune kaleohano and kalawaia
much better received As october

k
kohala
kohaia
kahaia
in late 1853 with

and

their efforts

were

approached and the haole
ha ie elders prepared to convene for
conference it was decided to ask the hawaiian brethren to

lest the

interested backslide into
eari
earl
ler ways A few days before the utah elders were to sail
ier
earlier
daughter
tighter and only child
brother keanu received work that his da
was seriously ill he asked
tor and received permission to
aske for
return home his daughter died before he arrived and he was
able only to attend her funeral
much saddened he rievert1
rieverts
leless addressed the conference
nevertheless
ulle
ulie
reporting on his work and that of ttiie
the hawaiian brethren who
Haw
had remained on hawii
hawriii
hawaii
hawil following conference keanu and his
wife decided to move back to oahu
0ahu
bahu as the surroundings on maui
remain in kohala
kahala

newly

ii
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their little girl they settled
Haki puu on the windward side the site of the first
at hakipuu
hoine wilh
organi zed
sed on oahu
branch organized
al home
0ahu
bahu he remained at
wili
will
wili
wll
kanuiakalani for a year before accepting another call to
missionary service again to hawaii he reported this mission
aatt conference in 1855 which was held on lanai returning to
H
kou
0ahu
bahu he was called to serve as counselor to J
oahu
were

filled with

memories of

W

president of the

O
0

or

ahu conference

district

taken ill and wished
maul for what the perceived to be her last days
to return to maui
they moved to wailuku where keanu cared for his wife through
c
of that
six months of sickness she passed away in december ot
year A journal rreports
iao
ports that she was buried deep in lao
pass irig was mourned by her many relatives and
valley her pase
passing
in

may

friends
mothered

sister kanuiakalani

of 1856

and
and

also

by many men from

was

afar

whom

she had

sistered through their green days as

missionaries the keanu
elders were welcomed

home had

always been a haven where the

at the last conference before the depa
arture
departure
rture

of the utah

elders in 1858 keanu was called once more to assist brother
kou in the work on O0oahn
ahu along with kou and many others
oahu
bahu
gibson church and served as branch
puuu then as president of the oahu
president at Haki
hakipuu
hakipu
raki
0ahu
bahu
district his work consisted mostly of collecting money and
keanu was caught up in
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delivering
made

first

to gibson on lanai finally in
counselor to archbishop kailihune
Kaili hune

it

1863

keanu was

and moved

to

lana i
following the gibson episode and restoration of the work of
the mission in 1864 keanu discouraged subdued and ashamed
at having been so used returned to oahu
0ahu
bahu he lived quietly at
puu taking part in the activities of that branch the
Haki
hakipuu
conference records show that he attended conference at laie in
1867 and spoke he was called at that conference as president
of the honolulu branch and spent three happy and fulfilling
years but he missed missionary work he asked foi
tor
for a release
so that he could again be a missionary he worked six months
on oahu
bahu and another six in kona on hawaii on his return he
was called for the third time as a counselor in the 0bahu
ahu
oahu
district presidency it was in this position that he may have
made his most important contribution these were anxious
times the revolution of 1893 had stolen the monarchy and
placed the government in the hands of the sugar planters and
merchant street business men hawaiian feelings at the time
are carefully masked by those who write hawaiian history but
they were strong and deep the church was affected as well
the utah elders were primarily annexationists while the
hawaiians were royalists an unhappy situation the journal of
president matthew noall mentions repeatedly the calming and
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stabilizing influence

of

maintaining equilibrium

elder keanu his
among

the

latter

signnent

a
was an assignment
of

day

saints

1890 s
follow
fallow up to this delicate work late in the 1890s
the sixty seven year old keanu was asked to accompany
professor benjamin cluff former missionary and faculty member
As a

at brigham young university and now member of the US house
of representatives who had been appointed by the house of to
assess the feelings among hawaiians regarding annexation
keanus well known objectivity and even temper made him ideal
for the assignment of looking into a topic so unpopular among
the people the report of cluff to the house of
representatives mentions the help of keanu as essential
lariguage
language
despite the fact that elder cluff was fluent in th
bhe
lari guage
the larl
sugh
them
jugh his place among thek
though
elder keanu tt
eider
t h saints of the
sandwich islands may not have been as prominent as that of
others was valuable to the lord in the ways that ali
all
ail who
serve faithfully day to day and respond as they are
arc called
are valuable he saw the return of president george Q cannon
in 1900 for the jubilee of the mission and in the last year
temple to be built
of his life heard the glorious news of a tempie
not
riot see the
in the islands it is certain that though he did nox
completion of the temple his blessings are assured
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MOl
THE MAUI MOIKEHA
moi KEHA AND EXTENDED FAMILY
Li nages
linagen
direct linages

one year ago

sciences dept of

my sister charlene keliiliki who is with the social

every other month or so

volunteered me to this speaking assignment of the moikeha family
would call her complain about all the other things

released from this talk she always said that
each time that when

I1

got to maui

I1

it

I1

I1

I1

was impossible apologize and then hung up

would beat her up with a wet noodle

have learned through my hours of research more than

ones As the oldest of my generation

1I

1I

needed to do and then would ask her to get us

privilege and opportunity that is mine to speak of the family that
being

BYU hawaii

I1

1I

today

I
1

I1

vowed

thank her for the

love with every fiber of my

had ever hoped to know of my loved

speak on behalf of the great posterity to which

I1

belong too

and of the blessings which is ours to be of JAMES AND ANNIE MOIKEHA
1I

have taken the liberty this morning of having mr herb kanes painting of the voyaging king

mot
Mol
moikeha
keha reproduced by my nephew chad keliiliki for this gathering

I1

wish not to offend mr

kane but to share with you this great picture of the first moikeha to these fair islands
original work hangs in the wailua
kailua sheraton on the island of kauai

the name

the

MOIKEHA given this great man by his father meant that he was the greatest of his

fathers descendants

today we understand his name as we use

it

to mean great king

As

fore bearer we his many children thank him for discipline of mind and
descendants of this hawaiian forebearer
body for courage fortitude racial extraction and royal bloodline

to

read of him and to study of

him is to learn of his spiritual and emotional strengths which allowed him and his family the

knowledge to make wise decisions for themselves in their continuous search for the better life

truly we say that we are indigenous to this land hawaii and we refer to moikeha simply today as
the progenitor of our family and

will

this other chart outlines the
keep the persons speak of today
I
1

not delve into genealogy which is yet another subject

family of
in

james and annie moikeha

it will

help both you and

I1

some semblance of order

james boniface moikeha boniface

a catholic baptismal name met annie when she was

he courted her and married her in the year 1905 her full name annie
Kaluai
Lahaina keaweiwi she too was of royal lineage of the keawe line of the island of hawaii
kaluailahaina
her middle name spoke of the burial pit for the hawaiian royalty in lahaina and her last name
meant the bone taken from adam to make eve there is an element of surprise in the meaning of
14

years of age
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had her early forefathers heard the gospel somewhere a long time ago

her last name

how do we

did her spirit from the very core of her body and soul harbor a

explain the name given so long ago

sacred message heard once before
surely the documented genealogy of 82 generations circa 56 BC that she left

in

her legacy to

we

her children must have great tales of a savior who was born crucified and then resurrected
can only speculate at this time but

to

I
1

must say

it

brings some very warm thoughts to mind

annies journal with my grammatical
the island of kauai for a look
see at the
looksee

bring us to modern day hawaii in the words of

corrections

three brothers moikeha and their sister

other islands of the hawaiian chain
to return to

left

after being out on the open ocean for a while the sister asked

kauai for food and water

in

anger the brothers returned to kauai but left their

they first stopped at the island of oahu
bahu where they
remained for three days to view the island they did not like it so they continued on to the island of
maui they landed at nahaku
nahiku and found the place to their liking and decided to remain one brother

sister there to continue on their journey

kahue met courted and then married palaualelo

after the marriage took place the couple moved to

to make their home they had three children kipaukuhia a son and 2 daughters
napohaku
papohaku
Pa
pohaku
eana the son of kahue kipaukuhia married a daughter of hamili found her
naheana
kahemahema and Nah
naherna
1I

lani and their children were
name later to be kaanaana Ho
bolani
holani

jack P kaonohi

k

kahalena
alena
helen Ka
kaalena

w and

james moikeha

Kipa kuhia
kalua kipakuhia

her standing
period

in

when james met her she was

kailieha w

k

As to why and how annie got to be living on maui has always been a question

parentage and birth

k

she was of kona

living with the mahi family in lao and he found

cold water up to her neck because she was supposedly unclean due to her menstrual

he took her immediately away

my grandparents had fourteen children

charles is the fourth son however he was the oldest son
grandfather james began as a jail clerk and became the county

my father

child who lived a short time

and was given much prestige

jailer which was a position

they listed on the chart including one stillborn and a

my

his wife then became the county
Wail uku they first lived in piihana or what is known as happy
matron for the police dept of wailuku
valley today where they own much of their own land my father once recalled to me papa once
of much honor and responsibility

owed a bit of money to a man who called at the house for payment

papa

not having ready cash

invited the gentleman to toss a rock as far as the man could in four different directions and the land

encompassed within the rock toss would be the payment for the
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bill

owed

from my father

I1

was

made to understand that my tutu annie worked hard and several times returned from field work to
give birth to the baby then due her only nursemaid at the later births was my father charles

those hard times have always remained
later as papas responsibilities grew
house

in

vivid in his mind

in

the county he and his family moved into a 6 bedroom

the very location where the county office buildings now stands

it

was

that home that all

in

the grandchildren remember their grandparents and where they were loved and taught the gospel
principles at the knee of their tutu annie moikeha

there were

23 grandchildren

charles or kaiwa as he was then called told me this story when was quite young
one night as papa prepared for bed he felt
concerning his fathers conversion to the church
my father

I1

he dreamed he was

ly tired and went to sleep almost immediately and began to dream
extreme
extremely

riding his horse in a very large and grassy meadow

horse stumbled and he fell to the ground

he had been riding for quite a spell when his

his fall was a bad one and he felt as

if

he was dying As he

laid there in great pain two young men came along and administered to his wounds

in their

administrations he felt his strength return and soon he was well enough to get back on his horse
and ride off on his way

he awoke thought about the dream and then went back to sleep the dream

repeated itself several times through out the night and upon rising in the morning he felt
compelled to share the dream with annie before long as he began his days duties there was a

he went to answer the knock only to find two young men the two of his
dream introducing themselves as elders of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints
knock at the front door

mission aires my son haili has tried
how grateful we of the younger generation are to these two missionaires
to do some research on their names but have not been successful

but does

it

their

matter

reward will be from the lord himself and who knows maybe all parties concerned have met on the

other side of the veil

soon after my move to kamuela ten years ago my husband alex spoke with an old friend who
turned out to be my distant cousin
in his words

they

kawika was surprised to learn of alexs marriage to a moikeha

ma
makamaka
the moikeha family was too high takamaka
kamaka

snobbish is the right term

lived in wailuku and looked down upon the people of happy valley

repeated to me

I1

I1

guess

when the story was

was saddened because knew the family and his grandfather had been a witness to
I1

some of my dads priesthood ordinations and his father was a buddy to my dad well due to
excessive alcohol abuse by his dad the family suffered both financially and spiritually in their
know because
embarrassment they felt that we looked down on them it was a difficult time
I1
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sometimes my dad was the drinking partner

kawika did say however that uncle jubilee always

was kind and gave them money

the

entire incident cause me to reflect back on the goings and comings of the moikeha clan

true we were not perfect we made many errors through a learning period and know that james
and annie were trying to be good examples and good teachers we were tempted by brother lucifer
as the gospel was beginning to take a firm hold on the family papa and tutu set a pace for us and the
goals set for their offspring were prayed about and worked at we were given choices and we were
I1

taught to make wise choices and we enjoyed unconditional love at their hands

the

love they had for

one another their family their home came second to their love for god and church

their love sustained us when we

church had become the focal point for their daily lives

the straight and narrow path when we were separated one from the other and

encouraged us to continue to lean on the arm of the lord
laid the firm foundation of the gospel

train a child

youth and when he is old he will not depart from

explains

if

it

it

it

it

for the
fell from

comforted and

smooth the rough spots in our lives as

it

the way he should walk while yet in his

in

is the way the book of proverbs in the bible

there were hurt feelings along the way

along with the many family members

I
1

have often asked for the forgiveness of others

after embracing the gospel my grandparents became

entrenched in the wailuku branch
prayer and fasting became a common

fully

church attendance became a major part of their lives
practice in their home children began to conform their lives to this mormon way and soon after

laie james and annie took their seven living children and
be sealed for time and all eternity james had been baptized earlier

the dedication of the hawaii temple
went to the house of the lord to
in

nov

1898

1901

it is

in

and from church records gathered we understand that annie was baptized in nov of

not a surprise because she was living with the family mahi who had already received the

teachings of the gospel from elder george
participated

in

0 cannon

earlier

As to whether or not she fully

gospel activities at that tender age we do not know she was known to be very close

we know for a certain that her full
participation became apparent when james decided to become a convert we have accepted the
theory that my grandparents became fully converted and committed to the gospel together no
matter when they were baptized in later records we will speak of annie being a convert
to a papu mahi and attended church with her as a young woman

with the family fully involved
abilities towards genealogy work

the lord for help

the church and its activities annie turned her research
when her research became difficult she fasted and prayed unto
in

revelation then became a part of her
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life

in her

dreams she would be visited by

a grand aunt who gave to her the names dates and locations of the people of whom she was seeking
after the revelation she would wake her son solomon to record the names for her he became her

sometimes the dreams would show her women with long hair and
foot long fingernails she realized they were the evil ones of her family and in her terror would ask
the lord to remove the images so like all families there were the good ones and the bad ones
scribe

in all

the years to follow

within the family circle

the

1930s began the family missionary preparations and committments for the future

in

sisters hattie and annie were called on a mission to the island of molokai let me share a
letter written to them on july 23 1935 by their mission president castle murphy
1935 the

sisters hattie and annie moikeha
box

1

hoolehua molokai

dear sisters

my

your fine letters reporting your safe arrival on molokai the land of your assignment and also
the joy that has come to you with this missionary call was received

I1

appreciate sincerely your

willingness to serve as missionaries and feel that the results of this duty will not only be beneficial
to those among whom you have been called to labor but also to yourself

it will

provide new

contacts and perhaps open up new hopes for the future
I1

have known and loved your parents for a quarter of a century and appreciate you just as much

because of your faithfulness may the lord attend you as you discharge your duties

may peace be

your lot and may satisfaction flow unto you always

sister murphy join
sister martha

in

sending aloha

will instruct you

in

this petition as well

as to the date of your departure for home at the conclusion of

missionary labors on molokai with her
I1

very sincerely your brother

am

castle murphy mission president
I1

was a year old this was 54 years ago

it

was a humble beginning but a big start for setting an

example for the future generations
in

the 1940s the world picture changed drastically

ag
agression
egression
ression of both

the united states

went to war against the

japan and germany many missionaries were recalled home for their safety and
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to

some missions even had to close in hawaii however matters were a
As the missionaries
little different let me quote to you from the church news in the year 1945
were gradually withdrawn from the missions of the church it became necessary for the local
latterday
latter day saints to take up the slack if the missionary work of the church was to proceed many
serve

in

the armed forces

have been the stories of sacrifice and devotion to the cause that have been told as a result of the call
of those charged with this great work

one of the most recent comes

from the islands of the

sea and its subject

is a family of eight

forceful native hawaiian missionaries who were released from all their church positions and set

apart by the hawaiian mission president to devote all their spare time on the island of maui
in

a letter from castle

H

his letter follows

murphy the events incident to their call is related

editor church news

salt lake city utah

dear brother
As the missionary force in the hawaiian mission was reduced to eight three married couples and
two young elders released by their draft boards local people accepted and discharged additional

responsibilities to their everlasting credit

on the occasion of

my visit to the island of maui in

february of this year

Wail uku
missionary calls to the eight members of the moikeha family at wailuku

1I

felt impressed to issue

this

missions were accepted wholeheartedly by each of the eight and on february

19

call for part time
1945

they were

set apart

since that date this missionary family has accomplished a great work among their own people
they expect to take their vacations at the same time and spend the entire time on some other island
in

missionary service

it

Wail uku maui to release these
was necessary for the branch president at wailuku

eight members from a total of twentyfour
twenty four positions in his branch
by others and greater interest in church work is the result

very sincerely

castle

H

murphy
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those positions are

now filled

papa had been dead six years brother jimmy was dead due to a truck accident charles was raising
a family of five children andrew was handicapped with deafness and david was still a young man

I1

continue to quote from the church news
1

kaluailahaina
lahaina keaweiwi moikeha the mother of the family group was a convert to
sister annie Kaluai
the church sister moikeha has served as president of the wailuku and of the district relief
society at the time of her recent release to do missionary work she was a teacher in both the

relief society and the sunday school
2

hattie kailieha the eldest of the moikeha family has held every possible position in every
auxiliary organization in the branch before being called on a mission she was a teacher of the
gospel doctrine class

3

in

sunday school and president of the primary

Pohaku hauoli has been district secretary for the MIA as well as mutual president of the
daniel pohakuhauoli

Super intendant of the sunday school from which position he was
superintendent
branch and more recently superintendant
released to accept the mission call
4

solomon kekanakailokookaoihana has been district aaronic priesthood leader first counselor
in the wailuku branch pres
idency superintendent of the sunday school and head of the church
presidency
welfare work of the branch

his mission call necessitated his release from all these positions

5

Kaluai lahaina has held successively positions as district primary president chorister
annie kaluailahaina
sunday school secretary district YWMIA president and recently sunday school secretary

6

jubilee holani
bolani has served as MIA athletic director and as first counselor

in

the sunday school

superintendency
7

amy hooipoipo cockett wife of solomon

K

and the mother of three children has been MIA

district secretary wailuku branch and sunday school chorister branch MIA secretary and

a sunday school teacher
8

evelyn nawahine
Ka
kawahine
wahine kuloloia is the wife of daniel P and the mother of three children

as MIA secretary and sunday school teacher
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until

released for missionary work

she served

pairs for the work were organized as such sol and amy dan and evelyn hattie and annie
and mother annie with jubilee cottage meetings were held every night these are known as
the family were assigned together to one area of course
availablethe
firesides today when a car was available
they thought there were too many of them at one place at one time so they reassigned themselves to
different areas
did not enjoy the travels my mother had to
jubilees words of that special experience
Pau kukalo or
endure we did not have a car and so we walked sometimes to waihee sometimes to paukukalo
1

in

my mother was not a young woman and

waiohu
waiehu

I1

I

thought this was a hardship on her

however

I1

whenever a car could be had brother sol had one we visited the areas of
peahi keanae
waikapu and kihei if there was no car my mother walked
keanan hana kaikapu
must say she was strong

auntie amy relates that she and uncle sol were assigned to the lahaina area
members but their mission was to contact the non members

their children became used
were cared for by the mathias family of lahaina
the plantation homes

release

they held many cottage meetings

to studying in the back

in

previously

march to serve in the armed forces

hattie left on her third mission to laie

the service of her god

in

seat of the car but often

for all the family came at a conference on molokai held in april 1946

jubilee was released
in 1948

they visited the

I1

it

was not a long one as she died there while

in

remember auntie hattie telling her mother how happy she was to be

serving in the shadow of the temple
in 1952

david hoolanaikamanao left on his three year mission to japan

also under the japan

he traveled to both korea and hong
bom let me share a story of his birth as
be born

mission at that time were both the chinese and korean missions

kong

david was the last of papa and

tutus

children to

uncle lana as we know him was the first child to have the medical
attention of a doctor at his birth tutus health was poor because of bleeding thru out the pregnancy
related by his older brothers

at the birthing the doctor feared for her life and she appeared to be slowly dying she was too weak
to fight for her life papa at her side kept insisting hoolanaikamanao
he kept saying think of
better things and only of good things

when both she and the baby pulled through she named him

david for her brother and his hawaiian name became hoolanaikamanao
a credit to his mother and fathers name
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uncle has been and is

still

these
in

children of james and annie moikeha began a chain reaction in the family for service

the missionary field

the

cloth had been woven the dye had been cast

and the garment now needed to be sewn
beautifully

the gospel

one

the

pattern was being cut

by one the pieces began to take

shape and construct

foundation had been laid and now began the building of testimonies

dedications and committments made and preparations for living the gospel principles were started

james and annie

laid the cornerstone for their posterity when they dedicated their own personal

lives to service in their heavenly

fathers

kingdom

of the moikeha grandchildren dannette the daughter of daniel was the first to serve
mission field here in hawaii her time was between 1955 until 1957 on both maui and bahu
oahu
in 1963

mona amy or alpo
lpo as most of us know her left for her call to the japan mission
ipo

in

a

she

sol and amy moikeha meanwhile in california
haili the first born great grandchild grandson of charles and pauline moikeha served as a

served two years valiantly

she

is the daughter of

temporary companion for a lone missionary
in

in

his senior summer

great grandsons prepare for their mission
the 1970s we saw the graduating grandson and greatgrandsons

calls

in 1973

lee kalei son

of

jubilee and florence moikeha left for the japantokyo
japan tokyo mission

he was a joy to his parents following one month later haili pokipala left for his full time mission
to mexico southeast mission his work there included baptizing nearly 300 souls for his father in
heaven let me read two excerpts from his two mission presidents as his mission was split during
his service there

our feelings for your son benjamin peter davis
1975 oun
addressed to his parents may 23 1975our
pokipala jr are very personal deep and invaluable we know that he is a great man a chosen
servant of the lord and a magnificent and useful citizen of the kingdom we have had a beautiful
experience because of him and through him have grown to love you who are people which we highly

esteem

we are going

to be

released as presidents of this mission and therefore we extend to

you our sincere thanks for the confidence that you had in us and for the special time of association
with your very loved

respected and beautiful son for whom we ask that you love want and care

for the rest of your life

benjamin and magdalina parra

the

second from pres abraham lozano of the mexico villahermosa mission

and quote
1I

feel sad because your son elder benjamin pokipala will leave my mission in just a few days
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I1

and

I1

say that

I1

feel sad because

the same time how happy

I1

will

lose an excellent missionary and a magnificent assistant

but at

feel to know that he will be released honorably after being loyal to the

I1

cause of the lord
craig yuzon son of bobbie sylva yuzon daughter of momi moikeha left for his mission call in
1977
he served in the portuguese mission of sao paulo brazil in 1978 my sister charlene
waved farewell to her son chance keliiliki as he left to serve

in

we saw four missionaries leave for their missions

in 1980

brother chad keliiliki left for a successful two year mission
nites
the Lama
lamanites

shortly thereafter

his former home state to serve

in

in

the idahoboise
idaho boise mission

was the year that chances
the south dakota mission amongst
1980

lanakila pokipala the brother to haili pokipala left for
the californialos
california los angeles mission he was not happy about being
in 1980

called to the area in which he was born but

it

used his musical talents to their utmost

in a letter from his mission

quote

eld

turned out to be a busy and happy mission where he

president elder

F

briton

elder nathan lanakila pokipala has been appointed district leader in the
wilmington district in the californialos
california los angeles mission this honor has come to him as a result
of the excellent and faithful service he was rendered in this mission
this is a great
mcconkie

I1

responsibility for any young man
have contributed

in

faith and prayers

for we realize that your love training

large measure to your sons success as a missionary and that you share in the

honor that has come to him
in 1983

pence
rence kauokalani
Kau okalani son

of jubilee and

florence moikeha went to the chinese mission

in

san jose california there he did great work amongst the vietnamese people he had to learn both
chinese and vietnamese his mission president wrote of his meaningful contributions to the
mission

A

few months ago we saw our last young missionary return home to his family

david the son of david and sanae moikeha

we have had someone

in

he returns from a valiant mission

to chile

we pray that as we go into the 1990s there
leave on their special mission journey god willing the cycle goes on
letters written

in

is

the mission field every decade since 1935 when hattie and annie were

called on their mission to molokai

in two

he

hawaiian to my tutu annie moikeha back

will

yet be another

in the 1940s

there is much

reference to the appreciation of the church and the lord for family dedication to service
mission field and to the church itself

there

in

the

is a special spirit rendered through out the letters

which somehow blesses her with the work that has since taken place after the letters were written
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the letters

were written by castle murphy who spent many years here in the islands as the

hawaiian mission president
the translation so

1I

1I

have had them translated to me through many tears of the lady doing

know there have been fruits from the labors of my family

meanwhile through out the many years passing 88 years to be exact since papas baptism the

rest of us serve

in

every possible position and calling in this great church

those

who never had

ry heads teachers
auxiliary
the opportunity to serve a mission were ward and branch leaders auxillia

risters choir leaders pianists and organists baby sitters high council men
choristers
secretaries cho
bishops branch presidents athletic directors clerks team players activities directors scout
leaders and etc we have remained supportive to our missionaries as we served in our various
wards and branches with an eye single to the glory of god we have not sacrificed beyond our means
we have no poverty amongst us we have been truly tested in some areas for those whom the lord
loves he tests the hardest

we

in

many cases have been to the temple for our own endowments

have married there and go often to renew our covenants and continue the work started by annie for
our kindred dead

if

we have not as yet had the blessings of the temple we are daily trying to

we count as our
two returned missionaries who have married into the family both donovan lewis and scott
bradshaw they can only enhance our endeavors to raise our children in the gospel
improve our lot and we are in many instances lucky to have supporting spouses

our genealogical work has grownto
grown to major proportions

much has been done and we are so

grateful for the assistance of the church and the family gatherings which provide so much
information

at least once a week some

family member is at the temple to do some work trying to

make a dent in the list of those who wait beyond the veil

and there are those of us who eagerly do

the ordinance for those who cannot make the trip often

there has been procrastination now and

then but we continue to try

the cloth has been

need to complete this garment of

woven the dye cast

life which is only partly

the

pattern has been cut and we

done

this weekend the moikeha family are enjoying a reunion of sorts here on maui the mormon
pacific historical societys meeting here has enhanced our gathering with both uncle jubilee and
we are grateful in our family gathering we will
participating in this mornings program
1I

reacquaint ourselves one with the other and we
active

we

will do

a lot of talking

conversion to the gospel

we

will

the singing of her favorite hymns

we

will

will

endeavor to

lift

the spirits of those who are less

speak of james and annie we

will

speak again of their

remember the family prayers on our knees at the side of tutu and

we

will

speak of church attendance at the wailuku chapel as
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we

speak of the MIA activities we enjoyed
cometary the talent shows the
namely the halloween parties that always ended up at the lao cemetary
church camp outs and picnics 2 12 minute talks and the fun songs sung we will remember when
well

as at the other chapels long gone on maui

will

we misbehaved we were walked out of the chapel and given a sound spanking and then walked right

we

back into the service going on
the music
will

we

will

will

recall the early years of hattie at the piano while annie lead

recall the many relief society meetings we attended at the side of our

speak of jimmy singing

1

I

we

am a mormon boy

will

tutu we

also remember running home after a

long conference to play with the deck of cards and being caught usually by uncle jubilee

we

will

talk about the long sunday afternoon friendly arguments over the sunday school lessons between

tutu with her sons and daughters

and we

will

not forget the wonderful meals prepared by the

mother of the house who awoke each sabbath at 300 or 400 am to prepare the food and the
clothing needed for the days services

and we

will

water at the mouth when we remember her

cakes and then theres the music music and the name moikeha were synonymous to one another
has been the frosting on the cake for all of us as it has been the sweet that binds the family
together it is one of our greatest inherited talent we will certainly remember the many young
missionaries who ate at our table and held meetings with us as a family we will speak of the loving
apostles and prophets who became brothers to the family there was pres heber J grant
it

prophet george albert smith pres david

0

mckay apostles spencer kimball and matthew cowley

and then there were the mission presidents who were definitely family from castle murphy to
arthur haycock our fondest aloha for all the blessings received at their hands

to

my family who sit here in support of this conference this day

there was so much to

your name
of your lives

tell and there is much to tell of the

I1

pray

I1

D

have done justice by

blessings you receive each day

may you continue to serve your god unselfishly and magnify your existence here on

earth

to
to

all of you

speak

in

I1

thank you for your kind attention and the opportunity which has been mine today

this meeting

may god bless each of us with the choicest of his blessings in the name of

jesus christ our redeemer and savior

I1

pray amen
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1989

several years ago mark E petersen of the council of the
twelve apostles visited the kahului maui stake during his visit
pulphu by stake president evan larsen during the
he was taken to pulehu
hectic conference schedule no one told elder petersen the reason
why he had been taken to the small village
however sensing
something out of the ordinary he turned to his companions as they
were driving up to it and said
there is something special about
this place why dont you tell me about it As 1I have researched
day saints in
the history of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter
pulphu and the island of maui 1I too have discovered as brother
pulehu
petersen that there is indeed something special about this
place
in 1843 four missionaries addison pratt noah rogers
benjamin F grouard and knowlton F hanks sailed to the south
pacific to open the first mission there for the church of jesus
day saints
elder hanks died at sea and the rest
christ of latterday
latter
made their way to tubuai
tubuli and tahiti finding new converts easily
the group remained in this part of the pacific for the remainder
of their time instead of going on to the sandwich islands hawaii
as originally planned
day saints to actually
the first latterday
latter
stop were samuel brannan with a company of 235 mormon settlers from
new york bound for california
in june 1846 brother brannan gave
salvation to
the first mormon lecture in honolulu entitled
addison pratt returning from the society islands
eternal life
to san francisco stopped over briefly at honolulu in 1847
day saint missionaries
the story of the first formal latterday
latter
in the sandwich islands began in september 1850 when apostle
charles C rich rode into the slap jack bar mining camp in
northern california he called together eight young men george
Q
cannon james keeler william farrer henry bigler james
hawkins thomas morris thomas whittle and john dixon and gave
them special blessings to fill missions and preach the restored
gospel in hawaii henry william bigler was at sutters
mill when
suiters
gold was discovered there in january 1848
for elder bigler who
fulfilledway the
later served in maui this mission call was a dream
to
previous year he had dreamed that instead of being on his
california to dig gold he was headedmento the islands on a mission
and hiram
hiram mark
two other
clark
to preach the gospel
dark
blackwell were called from other mining camps at this time the
ten elders sailed from san francisco 15 november 1850 and arrived
at their destination after a rough voyage on 12 december of that
year
ritches didnt
it was so rough on one occasion that captain pitches
1

3

3

5
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think they were going to make it and he told his wife to prepare
for eternity
13 december 1850
after breakfast on the morning of fridaymountains
in back of
for the
the little band of elders started
honolulu to engage in prayer on their way up the nuuanu valley
they turned off to the kings falls on the right to wash in pure
hiram dark
fifty five years oldf
water in the stream
oid
old
mark fiftyfive
clark
olaf veteran
inf and president of the new mission
britain
of two missions to great Brita
led his companions up the mountain now called pacific heights
where they found a steep knob that rose suddenly and formed a table
thirty five feet in width george Q cannon describes
of thirty or thirtyfive
the scene
on the way up we picked up a rock apiece with which
we then sang a hymn and
we formed a rude altar
each one in his turn expressed his desires
the
oldest who was also the president elder clark
dark
was selected to be mouth in prayer
he embodied
our desires in his prayer
having thus dedicated the land and ourselves
to the lord one of the elders elder dixon
spoke in tongues and uttered many comforting
promises and another interpreted the spirit
of the lord rested powerfully upon us and we
were filled with exceeding great joy
the sun was sinking low in the sky when the elders finished with
their exercises on the mountain
during their missionary labors on maui throughout the
nineteenth century the elders often retired to the mountains to
pray in a similar manner on one occasion elders cannon keeler
farrer and bigler went up into a mountain behind lahaina and
fasted and prayed all day for the lord to be with them in learning
the language and in preaching the gospel to the natives
another
incident occurred when the elders went up a canyon to hold secret
prayer according to the revealed order of prayer after dressing
in the robes of the priesthood and forming a circle henry bigler
reported that they heard what seemed to be a great voice in the
mountain above them
startled they looked up and beheld a large
boulder rolling down the mountainside toward them
before it
reached the bottom where the brethren stood it broke to pieces
harming no one
the day after descending the mountain in the nuuanu valley
the elders cast lots for their assignments the mission president
and his companion thomas whittle elected to stay and
hiram mark
clark
dark
work on oahu
bahu
the remaining eight elders marked four slips of
papers with the number one two three and four and also put the
name of each island on four other slips
number one was drawn by
george Q cannon he chose james keeler as his companion and drew
maui as his assigned island
elder keeler later confided to elder
cannon that he had prayed that he might remain with him and felt
that his prayers had been answered elder cannon was pleased with
his assignment and wrote in casting lots for islands maui fell
7

a8

9

10

11
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to us when we were sailing past it my feelings were drawn towards
and 1I felt that 1I would like that to be my field of
that island
have been so except that the
labor 1I knew not why this should
nothing concerning it that
lord gave me the feeling for 1I knew
would make it a desirable place in my eyes
elders cannon and keeler along with elder bigler sailed to
lahaina maui where they rented for four dollars a week a native
house made of grass
elder cannon described it as having the
appearance of a haystack
the elders began to preach to the
white haole people and within two days they concluded that if
their missions were to be successful they must turn to the native
hawaiians and learn the language and customs
elder cannon made
up his mind to learn the language
and had the following
experience
my desire to learn to speak was very strong
was present with me night and day and 1I
it
never permitted an opportunity of talking with
the natives to pass without improving it 1I
also tried to exercise faith before the lord
to obtain the gift of talking and
one evening
understanding the language
while sitting on the mats conversing with
some neighbors who had dropped in 1I felt an
uncommonly great desire to understand what
they said
at once 1I felt a peculiar
all
sensation in my ears 1I jumped to my feet
with my hands at the sides of my head and
exclaimed to elders bigler and keeler who sat
at the table that 1I believed 1I had received
and it was so
the gift of interpretation
from that time forward 1I had but little if
any difficulty in understanding what the
people said
elder cannon became renowned as an orator in the hawaiian language
the natives never forgot his speaking ability
at the end of three weeks in lahaina the trio ran out of
money
things appeared so bad they decided to split up and go to
different parts of maui and seek the help of the native people
elder bigler had already left elder james keeler felt prompted to
ask a local woman who had done their laundry for help nalimanui
a kindhearted native woman turned her room over to them and went
to live in her daughters adjoining room george Q cannon was so
1I
moved by her kindness that he wept
praised the lord
therefore he said it was he who touched the heart of herself
and family
while living in nalimanuis
nalimanuils home elder cannon went into a
garden behind the house praying and seeking spiritual inspiration
reflecting on this
he received a revelatory manifestation
experience he said
when 1I prayed 1I could go to god in faith
he
he gave me great
listened to my prayers
comfort and joy he revealed himself to me as
12

14

15
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this

he had never done before told me that if 1I
perserver
per serve 1I should be blessed and be the
would perserve
means of bringing many to a knowledge of the
return home after having
truth and be spared to
many things were revealed
done a good work
to me during those days when he was the only
friend we had to lean upon A friendship was
thus established between our father and myself
which 1I trust will never be broken or
to
diminished and which 1I hope has continued
grow stronger from those days to these 16
was such a sacred experience that he seldom made any public

reference to it
becoming discouraged with their success among the whites
hiram dark
by
clark had only baptized one young polynesian man
february 1851 five of the original ten missionaries left their
fields of labor on the other islands and returned to the mainland
hiram clark
the president of the mission however went to the
dark
marquesan
marquesas
george Q
Marque sas and society islands before returning home
cannon and the four remaining elders felt
not be
that it would
right for us to leave the sandwich islands then we had done
at warning the people or accomplishing our mission and why
little
leave them then any more than on the first day we landed we had
not been appointed by the authority which called president hiram
marquesan
Marque sas islands
mark
clark
dark and us to go to the marquesas
by march of 1851 elder cannon on maui decided that something
must be done if the work was to go forward he told elders keeler
1 I must push out among
bigler and farrer
the natives and
commence preaching to them as well as 1I can
1I had made very
good progress in the language and ffeit
able to explain in part the
elt
principles of the gospel
the lord had revealed to
first
me that 1I would find a people prepared to receive the truth and
1I started as a man would who was going to meet his friends
though
1I knew when 1
1I had never seen them in the flesh
met them they
I
would not be strangers unto me 119 he left lahaina and started up
Wail uku
the lao
iao valley to wailuku
three days the young missionary approached the
after
protestant mission in wailuku
Wail uku a group of hawaiians who lived
nearby called out to him the family of jonathan napela invited
him to stay in their home and preach to them
napela was an
influential man in the community being well educated a judge a
chief of minor rank and a prominent member of the local protestant
noan seeking
roan
man
nan
church and though he had a few human weaknesses was a nman
the truth jonathan was much impressed by what he heard comparing
baua and
his own religion with mormonism he and his companions uaua
eventually all
kaleohano became close friends to elder cannon
three were baptized and ordained to be elders they were graduates
of Lahain
lahainaluna
aluna high school in the country fine speakers and
reason ers and were men of standing and influence in the
seasoners
reasoners
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elt
eit
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condie began to publ
1 cly
publicly
their minister the reverend
threaten nepela and falsely preach against mormonism despite any
possible repercussions nepela decided to assist the missionary
mr

i

to relieve his friend of further persecution elder cannon
napela wanting to help the elder
uku
wailuku
decided to move from Wail
wrote a letter to akuna pake the man who managed his property in
kula and asked him to provide a place for elder cannon to go
kula which means the country at the base of the mountain
1849 50 the kula area
in 184950
consisted of a few small villages
variety of irish potato that was in demand in the
produced a poor
poorvariety
california gold fields for a short time
george Q cannon arrived in the kula region in the middle of
may 1851
shortly after arriving he received strong opposition
green who had
from the presbyterian missionary jonathan green
arrived to make his quarterly visit preached at a large public
Monnon ism and the young
gathering from galatians 18 he denounced mormonism
elder as preaching a non
nonchristian
christian gospel the mormon missionary
boldly leaped to his feet and challenged the minister and people
to examine the new religion
instead of turning the natives
cormons
Mor mons they were curious to find out more about elder
against the mormons
cannon and his religion
the following sunday george Q
cannon gave his first public hawaiian sermon on 25 may 1851
responding to greens charges
during the next few weeks at the small village of Keal
ahou
kealahou
pulphu
Ne
nepelas men built a thatched
pepelas
that today is a part of pulehu
hut hale that served as the first primitive meeting house
here it was that elder cannon addressed several of his neighbors
and taught them the first principles of the gospel and their
restoration to man with the authority to teach them
sunday
inday 22 june 1851 saw the first fruits of the
the following St
work on maui when five were baptized and confirmed
elder cannon
red up to repentance their hearts were
recalled many were stir
stirred
touched and the tears coursed down their cheeks
brother james
noe
roe that day
me
keeler who had been stopping in lahaina was now with moe
he having reached there the previous day our joy was very great
and 1I thought it one of the best days of my life
during june elder keeler continued travelling
around the
tra
velling
island and elder cannon continued his work in the kula area by
july there were nineteen members of the church soon after elder
james keeler who could barely speak hawaiian returned to kula
from touring the island
he had found a group of golden
investigators but needed elder cannon to preach the gospel to
george Q wrote
them
our arrival
at keanae
keanan created great
excitement the people had been watching for
us
and seeing us approach from a long
distance had gathered to meet us we obtained
the calvinistic meeting house the afternoon of
our arrival and there was a large attendance
to hear the preaching
however
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and from that time
this was on wednesday
we were constantly speaking
until mondayconfirming
and counseling the
baptizing
during that time there were upwards
people
the
of one hundred and thirty baptized
powerfully poured out
spirit of the lord was
1I never enjoyed myself so
and all rejoiced
well before in my life
about the last day of july elder cannon returned to the kula
Keal ahou the first branch of the church
district he organized at kealahou
in the sandwich islands the kula branch on tuesday 6 august 1851
in organizing the branch at kula 1I
elder cannon said
29

ordained two teachers whose names were kaleohano and maiola and
we only ordained
kahiki and mahoe
three deacons pake kaahiki
teachers and deacons as officers thinking it better to let them
gain experience in the duties of these callings before ordaining
them to the aaronic or melchizedek priesthood
within two weeks
ranae
Ke
anae
he returned to keanan
keanae and soon four more branches kernae
lanae
kelanae
keanae
Hono manu were formed in that area
maianu and honomanu
wailuanui waianu
three influential native members on maui who contributed
significantly to the growth of the church were jonathan napela K
H
As more missionaries began to
baua
kaleohano and william H uaua
arrive in the islands they noticed the native elders strength in
the gospel
in the fall of 1851 george Q cannon and francis hammond who
arrived in august with his wife mary jane john woodbury and the
new mission president philip B lewis and his wife decided to go
to wailuku to try and seek some type of relief from the persecution
from local protestant ministers
joseph spurrier recounted in
sandwich laland
island saints
As they approached the valley of waikapu
Wai
kaikapu
kapu they
became anxious about where they might spend the
was december and the weather was
night
it
uncertain
elder cannon was unwilling to
return to napelas home lest more pressure be
brought on his friend and his family deciding
to seek divine counsel cannon stepped into
Ha
hammond
wayside bushes to pray while hammmond
kept watch
romond
on the road
when they were ready to continue
on their way both were of a mind to go to
napelas and to go there quickly
arriving there an hour later they were ushered in
and found napela in earnest conversation with a
number of men who were trying to persuade him of
the error of his ways in his sympathy for mormons
and mormonism
napela invited the elders to sit
with them the gathering included reverend condie
of the wailuku protestant church and samuel
Manaia
manaiakalani
kalani kamakau who was a prominent observer
of hawaiian affairs and who would later be a
A number of other prominent
newspaper columnist
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hawaiians of the calvinist congregation were also
As
cannons arrival was providential
present
elder hammonds journal records he was the only
man alive sufficiently capable in the language and
firmly enough founded in doctrines of salvation to
defend the teachings of the church in that company
according to hammond the conversation moved from
contention to disputation from disputation to
ing to acquiescence
questioning and from questioning
guestion
question
by the coming of dawn
this event proved to be the turning point in
the fortunes of the sandwich islands mission
as both napela and uaua
baua were baptized shortly

thereafter
francis hammond an early missionary in hawaii also observed
spiritual incident involving brother napela
this day fasting myself and all the family and
Wail uku
koolau
kula
the churches at wailuku
31

a

Hono
honoaula
aula
in the afternoon went over to
wailuku to attend the council meeting but
found the brethren all engaged in prayer
meetings they had been up in the mountains to
erence
arence in may
the place where we held our conf
conference
they found the river very high running down in
torrents and raining upon the mountains they
wished to go over the river under a grove of
kukui trees to hold their meeting but the
river being so high made it dangerous
crossing so brother napela proposed to the
saints that they should kneel down and pray
for the rain to cease and for the river to go
down so as to let them go over in safety to
they accordingly all
their meeting place
prayed and the rain ceased
the river went
down quickly and they went over and had a good
time in fasting and prayer before the lord
this is only one instance of many where the
saints have had their prayers answered they
1I
have great faith
believe they have
stronger faith than we have
brother napela also had the gift of healing and he healed the lame
and blind alike
when george Q cannon began to translate the book of mormon
in the hawaiian language in the 1850s he found that few were as
qualified as brother nepela to help him in this monumental task
he was a descendant of the old chief of the island of maui in
whose families the language was preserved and spoken in the
greatest purity and he had advantages which no other equally well
he had studied the
educated man at that time possessed
principles of the gospel very thoroughly he had a comprehensive
mind to grasp the truth and he had been greatly favored by the
33
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spirit

progressed with the translation his comprehension
of the work increased he got the spirit of the book and was able
brother
to seize the points presented to him very quickly
cannon would translate a few pages then discuss the ideas in great
depth with brother napela and other intelligent natives he then
read the translation to them going over each word and sentence
impression was given
the
carefully to discover if the correct
occurred between december
final revisions of the book of mormon
1853 and the last day of january 1854 in kauai with the help of
Kau wahi
the next year elder cannon
william farrer and J W H kauwahi
was permitted to complete the setting of the type for 5000 books
hawaii
to
where
in san francisco and the books were shipped
s
were
not widely used
unfortunately they
ohano another early convert of elder cannon was
Kele
keleohano
JH akaleohano
great missionary of the church among his own people
known as
pulehu in 1851 he was
was baptized into the church in pulphu
after hesoon
called
after to accompany elder cannon on a missionary journey
to the koolau windward district of maui
this was the first of his many missions and he
was of incalculable aid throughout his life to
the utah elders
his chiefly status earned
him a hearing wherever he went and his
education gave him ease in dealing with the
precepts of the gospel
his training in the
language and poetry of the ancient chant gave
him fluency and grace of expression in his own
language
his talent and training were
further manifest two years later when the
was dedicated
first meetinghouse on the island
at kula
for that occasion kaleohano
organized and led a choir in which his wife
by april
and father sang
aprilof
of 1854 he had
completed seven missionary assignments
at
that time he was assigned as leader of the
honuaula branch of the church
baua was also a man of considerable
the third convert william uaua
faith george Q cannon related his wife had been stricken down
in his absence and had been to all appearance dead for some three
hours before he arrived at his house
in that country when a
person dies the friends and relatives of the family assemble
together and manifest their grief by wailing they were indulging
in these lamentations and outcries when he returned every one
supposing that she was dead he was of course very much shocked
but the ffirst thing he did was to anoint her and lay hands upon
her and to the astonishment of all who had assembled she
instantly recovered
there followed a period of rapid growth on maui in april
1853 at the first annual conference of the church in the sandwich
islands there were 585 members on maui
silas
in september 1854 a company of nine young missionaries
S
smith silas smith eli bell ward E pack george spiers
simpson M molen john R young william W cluff and joseph F
As 1I
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smith several who were in their middle teens arrived to strengthen
the mission joseph F smith who was only fifteen years old was
assigned to the kula district on maui he had received a special
blessing when set apart by parley P pratt that he would receive
a knowledge of the language by the girt
giftt of god as well as by study
only the basics of
this promise amazed the youth who had learned
having faith the young elder was able to
reading and writing
quickly master the hawaiian language in only one hundred days and
became proficient enough to pray testify and preach
in fact he
declared he could speak the language and administer the ordinances
being the case
with greater ease than he could in english
this
he was assigned as president of the conference
his first
assignment was to travel around a circuit on maui visiting all the
branches with his companion elder pake the same man who had
provided george Q cannon a place to stay with one horse between
them they covered the 120 miles over dangerous precipices to every
42
on
them
went
as
setting
they
branch
in order
the island
there
were upwards of two thousand members in the maui conference of
many hawaiian men had been ordained to
maui molokai and lanai
the melchizedek priesthood and either given local leadership
responsibilities or called on short term missions to their own
people
in the middle of 1854 the island of lanai had been chosen as
a gathering site for the saints in the hawaiian islands
periodically during the next few years the young missionaries on
maui would gather with their fellow missionaries from the other
islands on lanai for conference these young elders would indulge
in athletic competition such as jumping wrestling and pulling
while these amusements were innocent
william cluff
sticks
f
clur
when however the
said we entered into them with boyish glee
day of separation came all of their boyish hilarity was turned
into sadness think of it ye stout hearted men A band of boys
far away on the islands away from their homes the first time in
and as loving as a family of so many boys
their young
life mentender
experienced the deepest sorrow in separating to go
these
to their different fields of labor on the distant isles of the
was amazing to think that this young group of boys could
sea
it
accomplish what they did in the sandwich islands mission
while laboring on the island of maui in december 1857 prior
to returning home from their missions joseph F smith and his
companion william cluff were so reduced in wearing apparel that
they alternated wearing a single suit of clothes in order to attend
one would go and preach in the
meetings on the sabbath day
morning with the suit on while the other remained indoors
in the
afternoon the other would put on the suit and go and preach his
sermon
elder cluff said this economic arrangement lasted for
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several weeks
john R young recalls having similar difficulties with the
he had gone
lack of necessities near the close of his mission
barefoot for several weeks and had preached to large congregations
pocono gave him a pair of russian slippers which were two
A brother poaono
inches too long for his feet
he remembered having an unusual
144
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A man came to him and taught him
to solve the problem
there was one more that the elder
at last he saidwas
several trades
shown how to shorten or splice
needed to know shoemaking he
when 1I awoke it was
them short
the young elder remembered
just breaking day 1I reached at once for the shoes and taking my
pocket knife cut them in two then during the day 1I made a last
and a pegging awl our of a horseshoe nail using a piece of lava
rock for a file 1I next made some pegs and spliced them up shortr
short
and that pair of shoes and the pair 1I traded for lasted me until
1I reached my fathers home in salt lake city
another incident he had was when he was traveling with an
elder william naylor
elder young had a little mule going from
place to place and the two elders would alternate turns one day
was raining hard and upon approaching a large stream they found
it
the crossing dangerous his companion could not swim asking at
a catholic village to be allowed to wait out the storm everyone
turned them down finally in desperation they decided they better
ford the stream they tied their coats shoes and hats to the
saddle elder young tie a rope around the donkeys head and swam
across the stream holding the other end in the meantime about one
hundred of the neighboring townspeople lined the bank to watch the
mormon elder pull the donkey with elder naylor hanging on to his
across the swollen stream
tail thinking
back on the experience john R young recalled
brother naylor had on a pair of white linen pants which had too
As we walked on in our wet clothes
1I
long done good service
they soon
noticed that his trousers were bursting in strips
landed like a bifurcated dishrag and taking them off he threw
them away
for the next week we had but one pair of pants between
us he was five inches taller than 1I and when he put on my nether
garments to take the air as he did every day he would look
comical
pulphu was a favorite stopping place for the missionaries
pulehu
because they were well
often feed
treated by the members who would
welltreated
pulphu as a
them at great sacrifice
the missionaries used pulehu
stopping place for missionaries to learn the language do their
laundry recover from illnesses and to feast on prickly pears or
strawberries when they were in season they felt comfortable and
pulphu
that they were always welcomed in pulehu
in july of 1855 the work on maui was progressing steadily
twentyseven
seven branches
with twenty
but by november of that year many of
those who were left
the stronger members had gathered to lanai
by november of 1857
weak minded and discouraged
were considered weakminded
the work on maui and the rest of the islands hit a snag when
he felt
brigham young ordered the fulltime
missionaries home
full time progress
in the islands and
that due to reports of the lack of
anticipation of possible problems in utah with johnstons army that
they should be recalled
fifteen hawaiian elders were appointed
presiden cies elder
to positions of leadership such as conference presidencies
kamahu with counselors george raymond and kaniho presided over the
kauahu
maui conference
conference with the utah
at the last missionwere
elders present on 20 april 1858 there
still 3067 members on
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record by the next conference in october only 632 were reported
between 1861 and 1864 the church in the hawaiian islands fell
murray gibson who claimed he was
into the hands of walter
on one
authorized by brigham young to preside over the church
occasion he traveled to maui to try to persuade the members to
he instructed them to sell all of their
follow him to lanai
possessions and meetinghouses and send him the proceeds one good
meetinghouse 2540 feet was even sold for the paltry sum of two
dollars
early in 1864 some hawaiian saints who had become disaffected
from gibson wrote to brigham young asking for him to investigate
what was happening there he sent two apostles ezra T benson and
lorenzo snow along with joseph F smith alma L smith and william
W
f to set the church in order it was at lahaina maui where
cluff
cluf
aluf
lorenzo snow was miraculously revived after drowning in the harbor
by rolling him over barrels
giving him mouth
to mouth
mouthtomouth
rescuiatation and anointing him for the sick in april 1864 alma
L smith who had returned in the party which excommunicated gibson
toured the island of maui and was able to help the members reobtain
a few of the lost chapels
he organized seven branches of the
church at that time
joseph F smith sensed the need for a new gathering placed
and strongly suggested it to brigham young subsequently francis
A
hammond and george nebeker were later dispatched in 1865
by
1865 a settlement had been purchased at laie oahu and was firmly
established by 1868
for the next several years conference
presidents who were missionaries were regularly sent to maui to
check the progress of the branches there
in addition from time
to time missionaries labored there with just a few on each island
this sporadic missionary effort required constant setting in order
of the branches and resulted in the continual rebaptism of most
members throughout the nineteenth century into the early twentieth
century
in december 1900 president george Q cannon and some of his
family returned to the hawaiian islands to celebrate the diamond
jubilee marking the 50th anniversary when the first ten
missionaries arrived during his visit he prophesied that a temple
would one day be built in the hawaiian islands
clark
J reuben mark
dark
jr who later visited hawaii was told by native members about this
visit
president cannon had not spoken the
language for years apparently he thought or
that he had lost his command of it
felt
accordingly on rising to speak to the
hawaiians he request president samuel wooley
to translate for him brother cannon speaking
proceeded for a
in english
after this had
few sentences the gift of tongues again came
to president cannon and he made a long
address in the hawaiian language which
president wolley affirmedwas
affirmed was as pure hawaiian
as he ever heard spoken
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returning to lahaina maui on 27 december 1900 president
cannon started out to find the place where nalimanui had lived
1 I wanted to f ind the
president cannon rec
punted
recpunted
of this
site
rec9unted
ind
recounted
house and the garden where 1I sought the lord in secret prayer and
moe
roe
for 1I heard his voice
where he condescended to commune with me
more than once as one man speaks with another encouraging me and
showing me the work which should be done among this people if 1I
glory to god in the
would follow the dictates of his spirit
highest that he has permitted me to live to behold the fulfillment
to george Q cannon four
of his words
this visit meant much
months later on 12 april 1901 his dying testimony to his son who
sat by his bedside in his last hours was that he knew that god
lived for he had heard his voice
in 1915 president joseph F smith returned to maui for the
pulphu and later while at laie oahu he felt
fourth time to visit pulehu
impressed to dedicate the site for the hawaiian temple by 1917pulphu became a
pulehu
1918 meetings in hawaiian were discontinued
day saint general
place of interest as more and more latterday
latter
to hawaii to visit the hawaii temple on
authorities began to come grant
and his party in hawaii for the
bahu
oahu
in 1918 heber J
temple dedication made a stop over on maui and even preached at
wailuku before returning home
although more emphasis was placed on laie during the next few
decades the members on maui continued to be faithful
in 1921
mckay a young apostle visited these islands as part of
david 0 mckey
his world tour in his company were hugh J cannon and E wesley
smith whose fathers george Q cannon and joseph F smith had
hugh
been instrumental in the early missionary work on maui
pulphu where his father had
cannon expressed a desire to go to pulehu
organized an early branch of the church in the hawaiian islands
lunching with the ako
david 0 mckay replied so should 1I
after
family a small group went to the site of the old chapel near a
large pepper tree
elder mckay felt impressed with a desire to
offer a prayer to the lord in thanksgiving for being at that spot
and for the many who had embraced the gospel
while elder mckay
was praying david kailimai opened his eyes and saw in vision two
annie ako who claims to
hands clasped in the form of a greeting
have been present recalled 1 I try to feel if 1I can feel a person
so 1I try
by me because 1I only see the hand 1I dont see no body
to move a little bit to feel it
but nothing 1I 1 can feel
president mckay told brother kailimai
nothing
I do not
understand the significance of your vision but 1I do know that the
veil between us and those former missionaries was very thin hugh
cannon who was by his side with tears rolling down his cheeks
president mckay later
said brother mckay there was no veil
expounded that the two men seen in the vision by the small group
were the fathers george Q cannon and joseph F smith clasping
hands in the presence of the sons hugh J cannon and E wesley
smith david 0 mckay was so impressed by his reverent feelings
pulphu every chance he could and
that he subsequently returned to pulehu
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in 1924 two members of the council of twelve president
anthony W ivins and elder richard R lyman and their families made
a visit to check on the churchs
churches plantation and hawaii temple at
pulphu
pulehu
on maui they were
maui
as
as
to
oahu
well
visit
laie
greeted by pia cockett and john ferreira and taken from lahaina to
Wail uku
wailuku
there they had a luau and addressed the mutual
improvement and other officers then they were driven to the spot
most sacred the place of greatest interest to us is where the late
george Q cannon in 11fji performed the first baptisms
standing
bay scouts
by the large pepper tree they spoke to a group of boy
pulphu is still considered
the site of the little chapel in pulehu
sacred ground late in the 1920s a monument was planned and then
erected to mark the spot where those early events had taken place
on 26 october 1930 the granite kula monument was dedicated by
william M waddoups president of the hawaii temple under the
direction of mission president castle H murphy
in the 1930s the church in maui suffered the effects of the
great depression as many moved off the island trying to find jobs
pulphu was very small sunday school was held at the
the branch at pulehu
pulphu and sacrament meeting took place at either
meetinghouse in pulehu
peahi or paia
carriage cars drawn by horses drove up and
hired carriagecars
pulphu
down the valleys picking members up for conference at pulehu
when mission president castle H murphy came to hawaii in
1930 he prayed for guidance on how he could involve the saints of
hawaii more effectively in the affairs of the kingdom of god one
night he awakened from sleep at two oclock in the morning he was
impressed as if someone had actually spoken to him to organize
district council organizations consisting of local members on each
he felt that this would free the
of the five main islands
missionaries from supervision of church organizations and make it
possible for them to attend to their duties as proselyting
missionaries the members of the church would grow in faith and
on maufwas
experience
maul
maui was formed on 30 november
council
the
district
1932 60 although there were still missionaries over some of the
branches until the 19601s
1960s the members increasingly led their own
branches
finally within five short years the church grew sufficiently
strong to establish the creation of the oahu stake in 1935 this
fostered regular and more frequent visits by general authorities
brought four leaders
after june 1935 quarterly stake conferences grant
a year to the islands
president heber J
and J rueben
clark
dark jr toured the kula district previous to attending the
organization of the oahu stake
E
A year later on 15 august 1936
bowen general
albert
superintendent of the young mutual improvement association and soon
to be an apostle made the first official visit of any church
auxiliary leader outside the continental united states
the year 1950 marked the centennial of the hawaiian mission
president george albert smith his two daughters henry D moyle
and wife D arthur haycock and wife sailed to maui for the
pulphu honoring one hundred years of
celebration to be held at pulehu
missionary work in hawaii president smith who had not felt well
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for some time was asked one evening by his daughters if he wanted
to eat the ships meal capon cooked in burgundy he quickly said
of his rigorous abstention from
yes
father said emily mindful
alcohol all his1 life reminded him it was cooked in burgundy his
cooked in australia 1I want
response was I dont care if
moyle
some
hoyle bought the president a french beret to wear
henry D moyie
on the long trip
scratched his sparsely covered scalp so his
it
upon
daughters put a silk lining in it that solve the problem
reaching oahu on 9 august 1950 before continuing to maui president
smith was presented with over ten thousand orchids from the hilo
saints the lei was too heavy to wear so president smith had it
placed on the stand during the centennial pageant and addresses
the next morning elder and sister moyle edward clissold the
mission president and his wife and many missionaries went to
Wail uku maui where the first general session of the conference
wailuku
convened
they
that night in the baldwin high school auditorium
one hundred years of
witnessed a performance of the pageant
president grant did not make the trip until
mormonism in hawaii
the following day because of fatigue due to his age and the
announcement of the death of george F richards
on friday 11 august 1950 at pulehu
pulphu they held an outdoor
meeting because the little chapel which only held fifty could not
president smith
accommodate the large crowd of several hundred
reminded the people who were present that the meeting was being
A
held on sacred ground and paid tribute to george 0 cannon
very emotional presentation occurred when sister rosannah cannon
irvine daughter of elder cannon placed a special lei around a
picture of president cannon which hung from the pulpit and today
wall of the chapel
the next day a
that picture is still on the
meeting with 3265 people was held in wailuku on sunday president
smith wore a lei made from one hundred large orchids and during the
celebration was presented with george Q cannons personal first
edition of the hawaiian book of mormon by elder cannons grandson
george Q cannon 111
president
smith praising the saints of maui
III
ili
pulphu recorded in his journal
and pulehu
seldom have 1I ever seen a more attentive
As 1I arose to speak all the
congregation
congregation stood up on their feet almost as
one man in what appeared to be a spontaneous
expression of good will and fellowship
the
saints listened to every word leaning forward
so as not to miss a word and with tears
streaming down their faces very often as it
was recalled to their minds the blessings they
have enjoyed during the past one hundred years
that the gospel has been in their beautiful
land
in the early 1950s there were 19 small branches scattered
Wai kapu wailuku
Wail uku Kah
kaikapu
kahului
Wai
ului
waiohu waikapu
waiehu
throughout maui
wal
here
waihee
hele
puunene
nahaku
nahiku
honoahua
Hono kawai
Puu nene
hana
kihei lahaina honokawai
A consolidation of
pulehu
panahi paia and pulphu
Kai
Pu
lehu
kainalu
nalu haiku paeahi
several of these branches took place to concentrate the membership
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Wai
wal
wal
kaikapu
kapu and wailuku
waiohu
waiehu
ehu waikapu
here
waihee
hele wai
in one place for example Wai
on 7 september 1955
eha were combined
nawal
nawaieha
the four waters Nawai
supervision from the mission
the first leader to function without
president was established when roger E akui was made the first
Wail
uku maui
wailuku
district president inconsolidation
of the branches of haiku peahi
of
at the time
some sister
pulehu into the haleakala branch
paia
and pulphu
they
missionaries were working with some families in Pukalani
strongly suggested that this was the place to establish the branch
elder gordon B hinckley who was on his way home from the orient
was asked to stop by and look over some property for a new chapel
elder hinckley wasnt pleased with the site selected by the real
estate agent george ezaki he looked up on the hill near the site
go up there and see that area
was selected and said
that george
lets
we
oh no we cant look at that area
ezaki said 110h
but
that area in this proposed site because thats
cant consider
another development which would not take place for another two
years
elder hinckley was insistent after viewing the site
amid protests from the developers he turned to president poulson
president poulson you may send them a check of a
and said
and that was ill67
it67
thousand dollars as a deposit
pulehu branch
in 1964 meetings were discontinued in the pulphu
completely and since that time the chapel is used for special
in 1975 the kahului maui stake was
firesides and meetings
pulphu
established with evan larsen as stake president
the pulehu
pukalani
Pu
ward
in 1975 when the stake was
saints now meet in the pakalani
kalani
established the church was not very strong on maui only one out
of four priesthood holders were active there was 165 melchizedek
priesthood holders and 450 active members under the direction of
evan larsen in 1978 a second missionary marker was placed at the
kula monument in honor of jonathan napela honoring the native
mabian for his devotion to the gospel
mauian
in 1985 when evan larsen was released to become the regional
representative for maui the stake had grown to be the second most
significant in hawaii
in 1987 the kahului stake started
pulehu that is anticipated to be
presenting a special pageant in pulphu
shown every other year
the pageant depicts the ancient book of
mormon people making their way to the pacific islands and the
day saint
establishment of the church by the early latterday
latter
pulehu and maui is experiencing a
missionaries
the church in pulphu
revival similar to the days when the george Q cannon jonathan
our hope for
napela and the faithful saints preached there
pulphu
pulehu and maui is that they will continue to grow as they are and
day
soon realize the dreams of the thousands of faithful latterday
latter
saints living and dead who throughout persecution and prosperity
demonstrated faith like the ancients
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KOOLAU DISTRICT MAUI
LDS MISSION
THE BEGINNING OF A
by adren J bird

successful

joseph smith

fully realized the importance of preaching the gospel
on the isles of the sea early in the history of the church

to the peoples
As he translated the

book of mormon and received revelations later
printed in the doctrine and covenants the lord indicated his concern for
those dwelling on the islands of the seas in a number of scriptures
of mormon 2 nephi 102 2 nephi 297 and D & C 11 are a few of
book gf
these scriptures he called missionaries to labor in the sandwich islands
as early as 1843 while residing at nauvoo illinois these elders left for
san francisco that year but being unable to secure passage to the
sandwich islands they booked passage on a ship sailing for the south
pacific the elders disembarked in the society islands intent upon
preaching the gospel to any people found dwelling on those or neighboring
1

islands

the sandwich

island hawaiian mission dates from 1850 when on
december 13th of that year 10 missionaries arriving from san francisco
dedicated the islands for the preaching of the gospel of jesus christ As
we know within a few months five of the original ten missionaries had
either returned home utah or california or had gone to other south seas
islands to preach the gospel 2
in the sandwich islands two formidable and persistent adversities
hampered the missionaries in their attempt to preach and spread the
gospel first they were constantly and in some cases severely opposed
by the major christian groups in the islands the protestant mostly
presbyterians
rians and the catholics ministers and priests
calvinists and Presbyte
from these groups caused no end of problems between the elders and
government officials as well as with the people themselves persecution
and hatred from other christian denominations were not unfamiliar to
mormon elders and generally they were able to defend themselves and
their beliefs adequately as they encountered unfriendly clergy and others
however learning the hawaiian language shackled their effectiveness in
teaching the gospel to the general population many unkind accusations
and falsehoods were uttered against the mormons by various clergy and
government officials to the hawaiian people in their own tongue prior to
the missionaries learning the language
all the missionaries struggled in learning the hawaiian language
elder george Q cannon states that he received the ability to interpret the
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hawaiian language as a divine gift 3 other missionaries report that they
learned the language through hard work prayer and determination which
is an effective method but a much slower process once the language was
mastered the spread of the gospel throughout the islands spread like a
grass fire with more than 3000 people aligning themselves with the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints during the first three years of
the mission when compared to the local population of the islands in 1854
which to
totalled
talled about 700004 three thousand members represented a
substantial percentage of the population kuykendall observed that the
mormons had done more towards converting the hawaiians to christianity
in the island kingdom within three years than the calvinists had done in
nty 5
th
thirty
it is difficult and perhaps impossible to determine with any degree
of accuracy the identification of the first convert to the church as well
as where and when the first baptism occurred the large distances which
separating missionary zones both by land and by water the mode of travel
which was usually walking or sailing in a small boat or canoe and the
time needed to send communications from one area to another each
contributed to the inaccuracy of their records
dr joseph H spurrier reports in his newly published book Sand
sandwich
wiLh
island saints that the first baptisms occurred on the island of maui on
sunday june 22 1851 6 this information is also engraved on the
pulehu however elder james keeler records in his journal
memorial at pulphu
that elder hawkins laboring on the big island wrote him a letter dated
april 19 1851 tell of his baptizing 14 people into the church on that
island 7 another entry in elder keelers journal which demonstrates the
difficulty the elders had with communications indicates that the
baptisms spoken of by hawkins might have occurred as early as march 11
1851 8
the date of the first conversion is further confused by the
following entry in elder henry biglers journal dated april 9 1851
pres clark had been to see us and said he had
fasted and prayed and the lord showed him there
was but one man who would obey the gospel on the
islands and that one man whom he had already
baptized was by trade a printer he counseled
us to leave the sandwich islands and go to
marquesen
Mar queses islands and there open up and
the marqueses
that the man he had baptized would go with
i

5
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us taking his type and fixtures and do our
printing and print some church works where
the gentile missionaries did not have such a
stronghold as they have here 9
to my knowledge there are no records of this baptism nor have
dank reported baptizing
oark
dark
been able to find the name of this printer pres clark
the important point it seems to me is not who was the first convert nor
where the baptism occurred but being able to observe the progress of the
missionaries efforts in spite of the vigorous opposition they constantly
encountered and the lack of ability to articulate in the hawaiian language
which plagued most of the elders the work was progressing through their
I1

heroic efforts
early in 1948 traveled from wailuku to hana in the company of
mission president E wesley smith elder frank mcghie elder calvin boren
and two lady missionaries sister hammond and sister winch we stopped
in front of the keanae
keanan chapel the gardenias were in bloom and president
smith picked two or three blossoms for the sisters during the
conversation which followed while standing in front of the keanae
keanan chapel
pres smith spoke directly to elder boren and me concerning the work of
we
the church and its progress in the hana district in effect he stated
have a special responsibility to the people of keanae
keanan as this was a
as well as other early missionaries
favored place for george Q cannon aswell
and was the first fully organized branch of the church in the hawaiian
islands
elder boren and took pres smith literally at his word concerning
this important piece of information and soon began discussing our newly
discovered knowledge of the area of keanae
keanan with other missionaries in
the field this lead to some lively discussions in the kahului mission
home during the next month or so following a special conference for
pulehu we contended that keanae
keanan was the first
missionaries held at pulphu
pulphu
branch of the church while the kahului missionaries insisted that pulehu
marked the location of the first organized branch in the hawaiian islands
upon inquiring of other missionaries in the field and after doing a
cursory investigation on the subject
was left wondering if had
misunderstood pres smith or if he had other things in mind when he told
us about Ke
anae certainly our conversation with the president and bro
keanan
keanae
mcghie included other information about keanae
keanan and how much elder
cannon always enjoyed going to the windward side of maui
I
1

I1

I1
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I1

read the following information quoted from the journal
recently
of elder henry W bigler
elder farrer and myself having been invited by elder
cannon to visit him and the saints on maui and to attend
the dedicatory services of a new meeting house at keanae
keanan
on that island on thursday aug 19th 1852 we made a
start and got into honolulu where we went to see
io
brother and sister harris 10
the entry goes on telling how they sailed for lahaina aboard the schooner
pauahe
paulhe
Pau
ahe from whence they walked to wailuku where elder cannon was
found at the home of napela busily translating the book of mormon into
1I

the

quotation continues
saturday sept 4 1852 the best latterday
latter day saint meeting
house hitherto erected by the saints on the island of maui was
dedicated at keanae
keanan in the koolau district the house was 56 X 21
feet built in native style with lauhala
the people were much
pleased with it as it was a better building than the one owned by
the calvinists at the same village its dedication was celebrated
with large and interesting meetings and a grand feast of american
elders bros cannon who offered the dedicatory prayer keeler
hawkins hammond bigler and farrer were present these
brethren accompanied by others arrived in keanae
keanan aug 31st
ath during their visit in koolau district 26 were
and left sept 7th
baptized a number of brethren ordained to the priesthood
i1
and meetings held in a number of villages ia
noteworthy to this occasion is the fact that all five of the original
it is
sandwich island missionaries were present at this dedication
possible that president smith was referring to the first dedicated branch
building in attempting to impress me and my companion as to the
importance of applying ourselves more diligently as missionaries in

hawaiian

Ke
anae
keanan
keanae

from the information found in the journals of the early hawaiian
missionaries there is little doubt that a branch was organized in the kula
area on aug 6 1851 the exact location of that branch in all probability
was at the village of Keal
kealahou
ahou in the kula district elder cannon records
the event as follows
when started back to kula which did on tuesday
morning aug 5 1851
felt very tired with the amount of
I1

1I

1I
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labor that had performed my object in returning then was
to organize the saints who had been baptized into a branch
keanan
so that could return again to keanae
in organizing the branch at kula
ordained two
teachers whose names were kaleohano and maiola and
kahiki and mahoe 12
three deacons pake kaahiki
within two weeks time elder cannon returned to the koolau district
during this
of maui and again preached the gospel with great success
anae wailuanui waianu
maianu and
visit he reports organizing branches at Ke
keanan
keanae
manu
Hono
honomanu
there is little doubt as supported by elder cannons enthusiasm in
reporting the large numbers of members baptized into the church as well
as other activities he engaged in with the saints that keanae
keanan was and
rightly so a favored place for the utah elders listen to elder cannons
anae
description of his first trip to Ke
keanan
keanae
the road over which we traveled part of the distance to
anae passed through a most romantic country the
reach Ke
keanan
keanae
vegetation was of the most luxuriant description the trees
being of a kind new to me and very grand such a wealth of
vegetation had read of but never before beheld and is not
seen in any land outside of the tropics the shrubs and ferns
were in great variety and grew in almost endless profusion
many of the trees were masses of living green from the
root upward being covered with a multitude of vines
and creepers of various kinds
to me the journey was most romantic and enjoyed
it the more so as
now understood the language and
was able to obtain many interesting items from the natives
with whom we traveled and met concerning the country and
their history and traditions
our arrival in keanae
keanan created great excitement the
people had been watching for us and seeing us approach from
a long distance had gathered to meet us had we been princes
they could not have treated us with greater consideration and
1I

I1

I1

I1

I1

1I

honor 3
to have completed such a journey and then be greeted in such a royal
way by the entire population of that area would be a never forgotten
yet to
experience but for elder cannon and his companions the best was yetto
1l
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come
they obtained the use of the calvinist meeting house to present
their gospel messages and within the short time spent in keanae
keanan on this
Is it any
trip baptized approximately 130 people into the church
wonder that he returned to kula exhausted from his labors
this was a very significant turning point for the mission up to this
time the elders had been reporting baptisms in relatively small numbers
but with the outpouring of the spirit in this romantic place and with the
people accepting the gospel in such great numbers it must have seemed to
the elders that they had virtually entered a missionarys garden of eden
with converts approaching them from under every bush and tree
in an attempt to understand elder cannons thinking we must
recognize the dilemma in which he found himself on one side of the
mountain in kula he had about 19 saints struggling in his absence to
keep the faith against heavy persecution in Ke
anae the elders were
keanan
keanae
meeting with great success unknown before in the hawaiian islands in
performing convert baptisms the large number of new members in
keanan gave some assurance to elder cannon that they would be
keanae
reasonably safe and secure against any calvinist threats during his short
absence it may be seen where he followed the wisdom spoken of by the
savior in the parable concerning the good shepherd he went to rescue
the lost one or those who might soon be lost while the main flock
at the same time he did
remained reasonably safe in green pastures
not want to leave these new converts alone and leaderless for any great
period of time
this then is one possible reason a branch was first organized in
Kuala hou with others being formed and organized very promptly thereafter
kualahou
in baseball vernacular we would say
in the koolau district of the island
that elder cannon was attempting to cover two bases at one time
keanan
the importance of elder cannons conversion successes in keanae
and the koolau district villages cannot be over emphasized his visits to
the area served as both a healing balm to his physical well being and
brought peace of mind and soul as he and his fellow missionaries brought
large numbers of people into the church during those trips president
cannon reports we had many excellent times at Ke
anae 13 he refers in
keanan
keanae
his journal to recreational type activities as well as the pleasure of
conversing with the hawaiian people and learning of their customs and
family values system
keanan came at a very crucial time of the
the success they had at keanae
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it is difficult to measure the importance these conversions
mission
would later have on the growth of the church in the hawaiian islands
there are hawaiian descendants of these early east maui converts
throughout the islands who have held to the faith and made substantial
contributions to the growth and leadership of the church in hawaii as well

as elsewhere

hauole would
within a few years of the above mentioned events the hakuole
take the water by ditch and canal from every stream in the koolau district
to provide life to the barren isthmus of the valley isle and develop one of
the richest sugar plantations in the world this of course disrupted the
ecological and economic balance of the hawaiian ohana lifestyle in those
beautiful valleys of east maui and lead to an exodus of people from the
koolau district to the urban centers of all the islands where jobs and
foreign goods were available many of the present
day members of the
presentday
LIDS ancestral heritage to those people
church in hawaii trace their LDS
converted to the gospel by these pioneer missionaries while living in
Ke
kipalulu
alulu and hana and even from villages now
anae wailua
kailua kaupo Kip
keanan
keanae
rarely spoken of such as naihiku Hono
luaiki wailuanui uluino
manu Wai
aluino
wailuaiki
honomanu
and others
what then did president smith mean when he stated that keanae
keanan
am inclined to believe he
was the first organized branch in the islands
had more than one objective in mind first he wanted to accentuate the
fact
fact that we were serving a mission in a special place where the ground
had been hallowed from the diligent labors of the many worthy servants of
god coming before us and second that here was a place where people
joined the church by the hundreds in the past and we had a responsibility
to thrust in our sickles and reap
he may have meant to say keanae
keanan was
one of the first organized branches of the church or he may have had
reference to the fact that keanae
keanan had the first dedicated chapel in the
I1

islands
president

wesley smith was the son of a great hawaiian
missionary and president of the church joseph F smith he was born in
laie while his father was serving his second mission to the islands he
spoke hawaiian fluently and it can be assumed that his knowledge of the
hawaiian mission history was excellent having served three missions to
knowing how important the missionary labors in
the hawaiian islands
keanan were to the beginning of the church in hawaii am inclined to
keanae
think pres smith was using the point to encourage diligence on the part of
E

I1
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two elders and not attempting to rewrite the history of the hawaiian

mission

must also be recognized that most of the historical information
we have concerning the sandwich island mission comes from journals of
the early missionaries elders are known to be inclined to catchup
catch up on
the events of the week by completing their journals on saturday night
certainly this effects the accuracy of personal journals although we
cannot discount the recalled information contained therein however we
should be cognizant that many times personal journals leave more
questions unanswered by the authors than are answered
to read of the dedication of these early mormon missionaries to
learn of the hardships they willingly endured to hear of their success in
preaching the gospel to a people having believing hearts and to know the
miracles our father showered upon these islands after so many centuries
of darkness adds to ones testimony by bringing past and present together
may we rededicate ourselves and our efforts to living and spreading the
gospel of the restored church of jesus christ throughout these beautiful
cf jesus christ amen
islands is my prayer in the name of
it
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FORMATION OF THE KAHULUI HAWAII STAKE

its first
by evan

A
A

ten years

A

larsen

1
brief
historical resume
one hundred twenty
twentyfive
five years prior to the formation of the

kahului hawaii stake george Q cannon was among a group of mission aries that landed in honolulu
ionaries
their work among the people
of oahu proved

fruitless

so george

Q

cannon

sailed for lahaina
successful slowly

proselyting among the natives was more
as he travelled around the island elder cannon was able to organize
pulphu organized in 1851
many small branches
the first was pulehu
subsequently missionaries administered all branch activities
in 1951 the hawaiian and japanese missions were combined into
the hawaii mission the maui district was born with elder thell
S
he selected two local brethren
naegle missionary president
to be coun
counsellors
sellors in 1955 local brethren were called to the
presidency rogers E akiu arthur K enos david K keala
A sing
this set the trend for the ensuing years 1959 lemuel ah
aloi apo thomas A kekaula 1961 thomas A kekaula ralph F
min heber broderick and 1964 frederick T S mau william E
maui

graves

and henry

K

long

for the sake of efficiency in
consolidated with the maui district
unique segment of the church
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lanai were
created a very

1970 molokai and

and thus was

especially the small
ones and they were combined with others to form larger units
by 1964 these consolidations were complete
Hono
honokahau
kahau became
kapu kihei parts of kahului and
waikapu
kaikapu
part of lahaina branch Wai
changing times affected

many

branches

kaauwai 1I branch
wailuku became the kahuwai

waihee

waiohu
waiehu

and the remain-

ing portions of kahului and wailuku was known as the kahuwai
kaauwai 11
II
pulphu ruelo haiku and ulupalakua joined
branch paia peahi pulehu
keanae and nahiku
together as the haleakala branch and keanan
nahaku became part
on molokai hoolehua swallowed kanaloa
of the hana branch
hood
Stake
preparation for statehood
stakehood

after eleven years of service fred mau was released as district
president his con
consellors
sellors were also released on february 2 1985
the

district president was evan
as first counsellor and larry

larsen with lawrence P
wada as second cons
baber
concellor
consellor
ellor
Kris kirsch and ralph gima the district
executive secretary was
waskris
waseris
clerk the district high concil and district auxiliary remained
new

unchanged

the

A

M

until later

first project

was

dress

to

and the second was to prepare a

up

suitable

the presidencys office
room

for

district council

desiring a high level of
performance the presidency established goals created a yearly
calendar and set a district budget
it was glaringly evident from the first council meeting that
of the twenty who were
the work of the lord needed a huge boost
expected to attend only five showed up four were from the district presidency and district clerk and the other the district
meetings and other leadership meetings
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forthwith letters were sent to the
abs
absentees
absenties
enties reminding them of their roles as servants of the master
and that they should act as servants of the master
the letters
reiterated revelations 316 wherein the lord warned that he would
who does this
speu
sheu out those who were neither hot nor cold
haole think he is was voiced among some of them but eventually
they came to realize they needed to perform or others would replace them attendance at all other district meeting rose to
95
1002
1007
951007
100
95100
loo
A few months prior to the reorganization
re
organization of the district
church had started weekly mailings directly to large mission
the hurch
districts not having to wait for materials from honolulu proved
invaluable for the presidency to be fully appraised of church
programs and progress
in 1974 maui district for the first time
was involved in a regional meeting
regional representative A ray
curtis gave instructions on the organization and operation of
branch correlation council meeting
there was a great deal to
learn
in early 1975 paul C andrus was appointed the new regional
representative in this capacity he visited maui to help prepare
for a scheduled regional meeting in june mission president
robert crandall had submitted a recommendation that maui district
be made a stake
at the preparation meeting elder andrus outlined
the requirements for stakehood
statehood
stake hood in finance priesthood organization
no problem everything was in place
and auxiliary organizations
the june regional meeting was a success all members who were
elder andrus
asked to be in attendance were there and on time

relief society president
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crandalls recommendation shortly after
president crandalls release president william cannon visited
approved president

maui and he too endorsed the recommendation

organization of the kahului hawaii stake
under the direction of elder thomas S monson of the quorum
of the twelve apostles the kahului hawaii stake was organized on
many have asked why not maui stake
november 9 1975
it must be
remembered that this stake is very unique in that its boundaries
take in three separate islands maui molokai and lanai
evan A larsen was sustained stake president with lawrence
P
baber first counsellor larry M wada second counsellor
kris kirsh executive secretary and ralph gima clerk fred mau
was named stake patriarch

five wards were organized with their bishops on maui
Kahu wai 1I branch
kahuwai
charles albright kahului 1I kaauwai
colin kailiponi
Kahu wai 11
kahuwai
kahului 11
II cirilo figuerres lahaina boyd P mossman
II kaauwai
pukalani
pakalani
Pu
kalani haleakala and on molokai lucky davis hoolehua oliver
young remained president of kaunakakai molokai stanley oshima
kalaupapa
lanai and moses bergau hana Ka
laupapa branch remained a dependant branch of hoolehua ward

there were only three high priests
in the entire district
therefore when elder monson set them
apart assisted by regional representative R raymond barnes he
during the
had to initially ordain the candidates high priests
following week coun
counsellors
sellors in the bishoprics and those in the high
council were ordained and set apart by the stake president
the stake

was formed when
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in 1975 kahului hawaii stake was assigned to the hilo hawaii
hawali
region A regional meeting was scheduled for june 9 1976 all

preparations were

encouraged to make
funds

nearly

200

for this meeting all members involved were
the trip although it meant spending personal

made

attended

50
0O
J

were from the kahului hawaii

stake the stake members left hilo with considerable confidence
and pride in their wards and their stake
building program
stake buil
buli
bull
of major importance

was

the buildings in the stake

them needed to be up
graded
upgraded

all

of

the plans laid down were extensive
kahului stake center additional classrooms offices and parking
lahaina additional classrooms and parking hana additional land
parking and ren
renovations
anticipation
aaion of a new ward
atlon
ation
ovations kihei in antici
I1

construction of a new phase 1I building kaunakakai major renovation addition and parking in order to house both kaunakakai branch
and hoolehua ward

to inform the stake members and to get their support the
stake presidency interviewed each bishop and branch president
with their firm support a special meeting was convened with the
high councillors bishoprics
bishoprick
bish oprics and their wives all expressed

their support

finally meetings

were held in each ward where the

stake presidency explained the need for financial support from the
membership
through pledge cards each family and member voiced
their support this kind of response was very gratifying
because the stake had been newly organized from a mission
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207
the participation ratio was 8020 or church 80 and local 20
in spite of this the local share meant a great sacrifice for the
over the next three years all that was needed and more
members
1
4

came from the members

single project was delayed due to
labor was donated in lieu of cash but the
not

a

some
lack of funds
bulk was cash donation

kihei branch had been created and they

by 1977

met in an

elementary school until the first phase of their chapel was done
after the ward was organized it flourished under the leadership
of bishop charles albright

building

no

sooner did they move into

when they needed more space

phases were begun and completed

other projects were needed

by 1985

so the second and

their
third

pakalani
Pu
both pukalani
kalani and lahaina

chapels had to be expanded to accommodate the growing numbers
tinis project was completed
lanai chapel was entirely renovated and this

these last three projects were financed from funds which
were on hand when the church building program changed to 964 ratio
it must be noted that all of these projects cost more than
5 million dollars and our members dug deep into their pocketbooks
of interest
to raise the funds to pay their share of this cost
too is that while the members were donating to the building fund
the number of full tithe payers increased substantially
1997
in 1987

home

teaching

siting

visiting
Yi

teaching

another major concern
while

still

a

district

teaching and visiting teaching
40
3040
teaching report was 30
this

was home

the home

7711

0

the kingdom would never grow on maui if this
trend continued so a plan of action was devised their goal 100
A special priesthood meeting was scheduled for early june 1985
bishoprick
bish oprics executive
notices advised all stake priesthood leaders bishoprics
secretaries clerks and quorum leaders to get their home teaching
was

not acceptable

done before the scheduled meeting because they would be expected

to give oral reports at that time

this they did

all other

bre-

thren were encouraged to do their visits before the third week and
report to their leaders what was not complete was then picked up
by the quorum leaders
result 100
by using this system with effective followup
follow up procedures
and insisting that each member warranted a visit by his home teach95
er the home teaching in the district and the stake rose to 90
9095
and remained constant
because of this the active membership in
the stake increased by a considerable number and was reflected in
all areas of activity
coupled with this the relief society exerted all effort in
no other program
the same type of program with similar results

strength of the stake as did home teaching and visiting teaching
elder bruce R mcconkie stated As
home teaching goes in the ward so goes all other programs

had such an impact on the

distinguished visitors
visi
vlsi tors
among the many distinguished visitors to bless maui was our
beloved president spencer
he came as a guest of
kimball
bonneville communications cooperation which was meeting on the
W
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president Kim
kimballs
balls secretary arthur haycock teleA large
phoned ahead to prepare a reception at the airport
crowd gathered and the airport management made special allowances
he de
deplaned
so the people could greet the prophet as
planed the stake
ashe
assisted with the security also a qualified physician agreed
island

to be on stand by in case of emergency

with president and sister
kimball in a special stake meeting over 1000 gathered in the
on february 11

1979

we met

building which ordinarily seats 900 arch madsen of bonneville
corp spoke as did edward beyering
eyering and william edwards sister
kimballs
kimball
brother and brother in law sister kimball captured
our hearts with her sweet testimony and of course everyone
listened attentively to president kimballs counsel
A year later president kimball made a second visit to our

island

this

time he was

tired

gone major surgery

and weary

after having under-

elders gordon B hinckley and david B
haight accompanied the prophet arthur haycock having recovered
from his surgery of a year ago also came with his wife maureen
brother haycock was no stranger to maui and he expressed his
surprise and some dismay at the changing face of kihei and makena
he did not like the hotels and condominiums and missed the thorny
keawe trees
again a special meeting was held on sunday afternoon all the
distinguished visitors spoke brother haycock spoke in fluent
hawaiian at the conclusion of the meeting stake relief society
president rebecca keala presented president and sister kimball with
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it

11 the chapels in the
contained blocks showing all
stake that had been hand drawn and painted by the president of
pint
pini blocks in
roselani pink
each ward and branch relief society

a

quilt

11
president kimball
hawaiian design accented the face of the quilt
kimba
the
showed his appreciation by keeping close track of dhe
he quilt

the weekend had been rainy the stake presidency received
news from lanai that there was a missionary lost in the mountains
this missionary and his companion had ridden their bikes around
on their way back to their quarters one of them
the island

decided to go over the mountain instead of skirting it the other
uhen
to follow his comstayed on the road but when
hen he tired tried co

panion

consequently

aain
ln storm
the fog and rainstorm
L

this

he

lost
lost his
ios

way and

wandered around in

because of the weather rescue

efforts

uhe prophet
relayed to the
during the special meeting on sunday we were told that after
two days in the mountains the missionary walked out into safety
when informed of the
pushinc his bike
uninjured hungry still pushing
do you suppose he learned
good news president kimball said

were hampered

bad news had to be

never to leave his companion
elder john vandenberg an

first visitor

assistant

to the twelve

was our

presided over stake conference
elder richard G scott newly called general authority presided
over another
he related that he was formerly on general
general rickover was very upset when
Ric
kovers staff and that jeneral
rickovers
to the stake

he

elder john
confer enes as well
several times to preside over conferences
H
burke petersen brought spiritual food to the

he resigned to do missionary work for the church

groberg came
as to relax
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stake aiso
also
loved paul
well
wellloved

H

dunn was weary when he

happy to occupy the guest cottage in the stake

arrived

he was

presidents

back

complete privacy
yard where he could relax in completa

elder james E faust
fust of the council of twelve apostles had
studied the strengths and weaknesses of the stake before
bhe
ble
arriving he cautioned the
te leaders not to hit a plateau but to
continue upward
apostle marvin J ashton
ashtcn was an honored guest at one
he also flew 10
loo molokai to speak to the saints
conference
there and he also called and set apart bishop oliver young of
kaunakakai
the kaunakakai ward the second stake patriarch
ward by this time
branch had been given the status of a jard
0

nicholas akana succeeded as bishop
after returning to maui that evening elder ashton called an
impromptu session of all stake leaders bishoprics
bishoprick
bish oprics and their
pulphu chapel where elder
they met at the historical pulehu
wives
ashton spoke on various inspirational topics
it is always a
spiritual experience to be in this old chapel with numerous
not far from here the first baptism of
memories of the past
native hawaiians was performed
it is now on private property
and what was once a lovely

left

natural stream has been

damned which

dry stream bed

the hollow which once formed a pool is
now a vast hole for trash and debris
but the chapel and grounds
are neat and tidy being maintained by the stake as a church
a

historical site
hawaiis own elder

adney

Y

komatsu
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visited

one year

unfortunately the afternoon session on molokai had to be
cancelled because a storm prohibited the company to fly to
molokai
this was the first time in ten years such a thing
occurred

quest of bonneville
in 1982 elder gordon B hinckley was a guest
president kimballs ill health did
communications cooperation
not allow him this trip
elder hinckley made himself available
to the stake and he spent a very spiritual time with the saints

elder david

B

haight of the quorum of twelve arrived in

to reorganize
re
the stake
organize

president larsen had
already been called and set apart in february as regional
representative at this conference he was released and boyd P
mossman was sustained the new stake president
he chose as his
coun
counsellors
sellors colin kailiponi and joseph kahananui first and
wada was named the
second coun
counsellors
larry
sellors respectively tarry
third stake patriarch
before each stake conference convened flyers were printed
and taken by home teachers and visiting teachers to all the
families in the stake more and more members attended and
participated in the spirituality of the occasion communication

april

1985

M

was of

vital importance

unique form of communication in the stake

the biggest challenge that faced the stake was
communication
the stake was large in area yet divided
members on maui as well as molokai and lanai had the right to be
flying from one island to
informed of activities and policies
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another for the sake of attending conferences and other meetings
era
was too expensive and with the cooc
cooperation
coor
wada an
aeration
tion of larry
eration
isis worked out
the solution wgwas
engineer with hawaiian telephone
el ephone une
wis
M

unit fi linked the stake center to
the telephone and companion unil
through
ake conferences
molokai and lanai tn
rough separate lines all st
stake
dings gs
e dir
din
high council rmeetings
stake priesthood
tir
meetings and auxiliary meetings were conducted with this hookup
hook up

leadership meetings

questions and answers were made back and forth when necessary
during stake conferences the leaders from molokai and lanai flew
to maui if they chose to attend the priesthood meeting but for
the bulk of the brethren who remained they met ar
al the chapel
up
where they participated by the telephone hook
hookup
this service
on saturday was also provided to the saints in remote hana but
they were expected to be in attendance at the stake center on
up to
U
sunday
telephone hook
hookup
the saturday evening session was 1Iby
ni
morning
session was heard by hookthese three areas the sunday orning
up on lanai only
the session was between 9001100
900 1100 and this
ing
inq authority to fly to
allowed the stake presidency and visit
visiting
molokai for the afternoon session nhat
chat
that began at 100
loo brown bag

prepared by the presidencys wives were served while the
brethren waited at the airport every one seemed to enjoy this
eting of a commuter airport
setting
tting
casual moment in a very informal st
lunches

all the general authorities

to fly royal hawaiian air
consented co
which carried only nine passengers
this procedure second
session on molokai and the use of the telephone drew the members
of the stake closer into one working unit instead of being three

separate entities
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advancement in technology has provided

better equipment

and

the stake has taken advantage of them it pays the costs but
this is far less expensive than flying from one place to another
however one member of the
to conduct church businesses
presidency made monthly trips to molokai to interview for temple
recommends as well as to take care of other matters
organizationally there had to be a support group on

for instance when a stake young womans president was
called on maui there was a YW representative called on molokai
to carry out the program on that island the same was for each
auxiliary two members of the stake high council were from
molokai

molokai

auxiliary organizations
all auxiliary leaders were competent self starters who
brought their skills and talents and taught them stakewide
statewide
stake wide our
aim was continuity among them so that the programs of the church
would not flounder
evelyn nitahara served ten years as YW
president under her leadership the YW program expanded and more
young women looked forward to the various

activities offered

leaders were trained to catch the vision of young
women
dorothy hunt also served for ten years as primary
president A gifted very able leader one of her projects was
to prepare a box from the primary children to be sent to a ward
farmington utah when that city was flooded that year
in parmington
rebecca keala of the relief society led her group for seven
years many in the high council stayed at their posts for many
many youth
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years

the bishops were boyd P mossman who presided over
his ward for eight years released only to be called to the stake
presidency as counsellor to evan A larsen when joseph Kahan
kahananui
anui
anul
among

called as bishop in kahului 1I charles albright and colin
kailiponi both served eight years each the strength of the
stake lay in the commitment of members who continue in the
service of the lord
was

outstanding events
twice the stake participated in the philmont training at
BYU HC which was of great help to the stakes scouting program
BYUHC
at one of these training sessions one of the brethren received
his wood badge beads upon returning to maui we approached lanky
matsumoto the boy scout executive for the maui council about
conducting such training

venture and

on maui

all the details

were

reluctantly agreed to this
set of the 28 trainees that
he

attended 25 were LDS this was a success for the church and the
scouting program of the church this was the first training of
out
this kind ever to be offered on maui and because of it our
leaders gave added strength to the maui council BSA the maui
council is the only group in hawaii that is not affiliated with
the aloha council and what the LDS leaders accomplished was of

great benefit to the council

jonatana
Wail uku a member of an alii
Jon atana napela a judge in wailuku
alli
aill
family played a significant role in the formation of the church
he helped george Q cannon by sheltering him
in hawaii
pulphu and helping with the
protecting him introducing him to pulehu
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translation of the book of mormon into hawaiian he aided in
colonizing lanai and tried to bring order in the chaos created by
walter gibson helped establish laie travelled to the salt lake
kalaupapa
temple shared father dameins yoke on Ka
laupapa and finally
died and was buried in an unmarked grave on the lonely peninsula
mission president william cannon a grandson of george Q
cannon wished to make a contribution in memory of jonatana
Jon atana
napela
the stake declared april 13 1978 jonathan napela day
pulehu grounds under the
and at a colorful ceremony on the pulphu
spreading jacaranda tree that has seen many other historic
events president cannon placed a commemorative plaque on the
existing monument elder john H groberg brought his whole
many other honored guests also were
family to this event
present

long remembered will be the rededication of the hawaii
temple in 1978
the kahului hawaii stake was invited to
participate in one of the sessions marilyn hanneberg living in
hana at that time was given the task of organizing a choir to

represent the stake she proved herself a near genius singers
were recruited from all three islands and rehearsals were kept
the groups practiced separately and on oahu managed to rehearse
only two times
sister hannebergs masterful conducting led this
choir to sing with outstanding force on june 15 the challenge
had been met and accomplished

within the stake there is

a group known as

the youth

developmental enterprises which is made up of young
from utah

arizona

and idaho

these young
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men

men

recruited

are employed by

the pineapple industry group leaders are appointed to oversee
the activities of the men most of them are members of the
although the group is independent of the local ward
church
they do attend stake conferences and thereby swell our ranks
presently the program for the YDE has expanded to eleven months

instead of the original 3 summer months this may indicate
move for involvement by the stake leaders in the future

a

maintenance of buildings

report about the stake is not complete without mentioning
when the church spends so much
maintenance of our buildings
money in providing adequate meeting places it is natural to
assume that these buildings will be clean and neat for the
A

continued use As a district presidency we noticed
playing
that the maintenance was inadequate radio pl
abing cord
aying
eaner standing upright indicated a
cleaner
stretched out vacuum cl
custodian was in the building but he could not be located the
presidency set in motion what was called the team concept all
the custodians were grouped into a team with a designated one to
supervise the work all the buildings on maui except hana would
members

mondays they cleaned the
cleaned by these men for instance
pukalani
Pu
stake center tuesdays they went to kihei wednesday was pakalani
kalani
Pu
pulehus day thursdays they went to lahaina and fridays
and pulphus
back to the stake center
the interior of the buildings and the
yards began to wear a cleaner fresher look
the members were
taught to straighten the areas of activities afterward and not to
be

lehus

up
depend on the custodians for clean
cleanup
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this team concept Is gaining support in the mainland stakes
areas
west
america
and because of
was
north
the
in
initiated
it

its success will eventually

spread in the church throughout

america

conclusion
in 1975 when the new district presidency was
called showed attendance at sacrament meetings to be 450 members
or 28
first quarter reading for 1985 was 1550 members or 56

statistics

each year there was an increase of

23
2 3

most dramatic growth

happened when the meetings were consolidated

meeting was scheduled

first

all the charts

and sacrament

and graphs brought

to the stake by visiting general authorities indicated that the
stake in all areas including tithing to be a high achiever
compared to other stakes of the area kahului hawaii stake did
very well
in 1975 there were approximately 1700 members
records were
not accurate since we were not yet on the automated system

also

of the records were

many

lost

some were found

in dusty

at the end of 1985
updated
dated
others had not been up
there were 2700 members and increase of 1000 members today the
stake tops 3000 this is very dramatic when we consider it took
125 years to reach 1700 membership and it took 14 years to reach
drawers

and

3000

growth of the kahului hawaii stake is

factors

attributed to three
quality baptisms new

baptisms by missionaries were
members were quickly taken into the mainstream of the wards
1
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through fellowshipping
fellow shipping and given responsibilities in the wards
the men were ordained to the priesthood and given callings As
an example boyd P mossman was a branch president after 11
months of his baptism and became bishop in

1

12 years

reactivation of members resulted largely through the home
teaching efforts as outlined earlier we believe this is the key
to keep members active and to reactivate the less active
3
families from other areas moved in with their various skills
and talents
for example ernest fernandez moved into the
haleakala branch with his wife pat and three boys he was
quickly put to work in the elders quorum his wife was also put
to work but most important to this small unit she played the
2

previously

the need for a musician was
drastic two families immediately took advantage of the
opportunity and sent their daughters for piano lessons almost
as soon as they could read and finger the keys the girls were
called to be primary and sunday school pianists
we encouraged es
esipirite
esperite
espirite corp we pushed every means to
esi
esl
strengthen the membership we saw blessings being poured down in
abundance on the kahului hawaii stake
piano

no one

played

pirite
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MAOT
MAUI
CHAPELS ON THE ISLAND OF maom
maul
by jubilee H moikeha

maui has played an integral role in the growth of
the island of maul
the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints in hawaii it was from

maul that gospel was rapidly spread and accepted throughout the
maui
islands from the time of george Q cannon to matthew cowley to
president david 0 mckay the soil of maui has been a home to them all
this
Ms is not without reason for it was on the slopes of haleakala that the
first chapel in the islands was built following the arrival of the
missionaries membership in the church grew and to give the saints a
house of the lord to worship in so did the buildings increase in
number it is interesting to reflect upon the growth of the church and
how important these chapels became to the saints of maui this
illustration should help to familiarize the place names and locations of
the chapels on maui
honokahua

M

waihee

11

pala
paia

waiohu
waiehu
4

mokuhau
wailuku

M IT

haiku peahl
peahi

nah ku

ului

keanan
keanae

Wailimp u
H

kihei

F

0i
ai

pulphu
pulehu

maul
former and present chapel locations on maui
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ana

will
wailuku
uku that is where
having been born and raised in Wail
start it is fitting that should start with wailuku chapel as it was
conner of
comen
corner
the hub of church activities here upon maui located on the comer
vineyard and muliwai
mulivai streets the wailuku chapel was ideally
uku
wailuku
situated for the saints of Wail
the wailuku chapel was the maui district headquarters and as
such was the site of numerous mission conferences and social
events the chapel held all activities for the church from dances to
stage plays in addition to this the social hall was also the site for
many athletic events from the wailuku branch men were chosen to
Wai
ehu waihee
be the branch presidents and counselors for the waiohu
waiehu
Wai
kapu and kihei branches although the chapel no longer stands
waikapu
kaikapu
there the social hall is still in use as an office for businesses of
the area
not far from wailuku is the village of kaikapu
Wai
kapu the church had
waikapu
another chapel here although it is not in use today remnants of the
building are still there on waiko road the Wai
waikapu
kapu branch had as a
kaikapu
notable distinction the youngest sunday school superintendent in the
maui district young arthur keawe enos jr who was then 14 years
old the branch was established just prior to the second world war
ului
waikapu branch was closed in 1961 and consolidated with Kah
kahului
kaikapu
still standing today the waiehu
waiohu chapel on north waiohu
waiehu beach
road is now being used as a home it too was also organized just
prior to world war II along with the chapel in waihee the waihee
Kahe kili highway now runs
chapel is gone now where it once stood kahekili
into Kahak
uloa road the last branch president of the waiehu
waiohu and
kahakuloa
waihee were brothers samuel namauu and james K mahi
I1

I1

11

respectively

chapel was located on kamehameha avenue in
1961 kahului was merged with Wai
ehu waihee and kihei branches
waiohu
waiehu
to meet together in Kah
in 1965 the wailuku branch joined
ului
kahului
with kahului to form the kahuwai
kaauwai branch the present chapel was
kaauwai chapel
completed in 1969 as the maui district center and kahuwai
ground breaking actually took place on january 29 1957 with
the groundbreaking
elder hugh B brown offering the dedicatory prayer along elder
brown was the hawaii mission presidency with D arthur haycock as

the

old kahului
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111
ili the first counselor construction
president and george 0 cannon III
for the building began in 1959 with acel richardson of salt lake
city as the construction supervisor
was the last
am quite familiar with the kihei chapel as
branch president there the building still stands on south kihei road
we had
and is now used as a chapel for another denomination
prided myself
numerous activities there with a lively membership
in the members of that little branch as they could always be called
on to help among the most notable occurrences there was in 1959
where the front entrance had to be relocated the young son of one
our members
passed away and in order to bring
the akina family
familypassed
membersthe
the casket into the chapel it had to be lifted at an angle and turned
sideways the former entrance was on the side of the chapels entry
in
and the casket could not be brought straight into the building
1961 the kihei branch was closed and the members traveled to
kahutui for church
kahului
the original lahaina chapel is no longer standing but was
formerly on luakini
luckini street traveling past the town of lahaina was
the honokahua chapel the building is still standing on its location
on lower honoapiilani highway in the lahaina ward presently at the
age of 92 is brother manual mathias who was once the branch
1I

I1

I1

president
on the northern coast
peahi nahiku
nahaku and keanae
keanan

chapels of paia haiku
the chapel at paia was on the hana
highway at kai place brother aloi apo still living and now 88 years
old was the former branch president
past paia was the haiku branch where the building still stands
today it is located in haiku on kokomos
kokomo road the haiku chapel was
located on what had been an internment camp for AJAs during the
second world war the building for the chapel was once the camp
office
still in use today as a daycare
day care center the peahi chapel was
built prior to
home for the five families that made up the branch
the war the peahi chapel was on peahi and holokai roads shortly
following the war the chapel was closed and its members moved to
of maui were the
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join with haiku brother hanamaikai was the last branch president
for the peahi chapel

nahiku and keanae
keanan chapels were located along hana
the nahaku
nahaku chapel was up along lower nahiku
highway the nahiku
nahaku road and
keanae chapel also sill standing is on wailua
hana highway the keanan
kailua

Both it and the keanae
road
keanan chapel were closed before the second
roadboth
world war As for members of those branches am not sure it is
more than likely that those members were moved to the hana branch
although it is not the original building the hana chapel sits on its
original site
the ulupalakua chapel was closed around the 1930s the
pulphu where it now stands as the
building was then moved to pulehu
pulehu it still stands and the last branch
As for pulphu
mission home
president was brother edward poepoe the first congregation for
pulphu on the same
the church was organized on august 6 1851 at pulehu
date the first baptism in hawaii was also performed
following are the minutes of the informal meeting together
pulphu maui
with the remarks of president david 0 mckay at pulehu
thursday february 10 1955 330 to 430 pm
forty four persons were present among whom were president
fortyfour
david 0 mckay sister emma ray mckay elder clifford E young
assistant to the council of the twelve president franklin J
murdock traveling secretary to president mckay sister miriam
young farnsworth daughter of elder young president D arthur
haycock of the hawaii mission sister maurine M haycock president
tew counselors in the
lawrence haneberg and president david
hawaii mission presidency president ruben D law of the church
college of hawaii president benjamin L bowring of the hawaiian
temple and sister leone R bowring
president mckay was standing on the former location of a
pepper tree A few feet away was the monument erected by the
hawaii mission commemorating the first baptism and first
branch of the church in the hawaiian islands which was
president mckay
organized at this village on august 6 1851
I1

I
1
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related the following experience to those present it was an
account of an experience that took place in 1921
president mckay relates that at hugh J cannon on that
pulphu the site where his
visit in 1921 to maui wanted to see pulehu
father george 0 cannon and chief napela had spoken and
pulehu and being filled with
converted nearly 100 people at pulphu
standing in
the spirit they formed a circle to offer prayer
that circle along with president mckay and elder hugh J
cannon were david keola kailimai E wesley smith and samuel
H
u rst
hhunst
urst
offered the prayer we all had our eyes closed and it
was a very inspirational gathering at the conclusion of the
prayer and as we started to walk away brother keola kailimai
took brother E wesley smith to the side and began in hawaiian
to him very earnestly As we walked along the rest of the us
dropped back they continued walking and very earnestly
brother keola told in hawaiian what he had seen during that
prayer they stopped right over there pointing a short distance
away and brother E wesley smith said brother mckay do you
know what brother kailimai has told me
said no
he said that while was praying and we all had our eyes
closed he saw two men who he thought were hugh J cannon
and E wesley smith step out of line in front of us and shake
hands and he wondered why brother cannon and brother smith
were shaking hands while we were praying
he open is eyes
and there stood those two men still in line and with there eyes
closed just as they had been he quickly closed his eyes
because he knew he had seen a vision
now brother hugh J cannon greatly resembled brother
george 0 cannon his father
spoke during our trip on the
resemblance he had with his father brother george 0 cannon
and of course E wesley smith had the smith attribute just as
president joseph fielding smith has it
naturally brother
keola kailimai would think that these two men were there
president mckay said 1 think it was george Q cannon and
I1

I1

I
1

I1
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joseph fielding smith

two former missionaries to hawaii

whom that spiritual man saw
we walked a few steps further and
said
brother
do not understand the significance of your vision
kailimai
do know that the veil between us and those former
but
missionaries was very thin brother hugh J cannon by my
side with tears rolling down his cheeks said brother mckay
there was no veil
am happy to be on this spot again
there you have it
1I

I1

I1

I1

the lord

pleased with what the missionaries have
done and am grateful for the response of the hawaiian people
am glad to see this lovely
and other of these lovely islands
group of elders and members here assembled for this truly is a
sacred spot may we who will now have increased
responsibility from this moment on be true to the trust that
the lord has in us
is

1I

I1

to

the early saints of hawaii the chapels on maui have been a
place to commune with the lord although most of the buildings are
not in use today many of the families that made up those branches
are still active the church has been a guiding force in the lives of
these members and the chapels have played an integral part these
ii
lives
ves of many and have helped to
buildings have enriched the ilves
establish the church in the islands
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